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This paper describes a comprehen-

sive toughness criteria for welded ship
hulls that can be used for shipbuilding
steels of all strength levels. Because
of the fact that stress concentrations
are al”ays present in large corfplex
welded structures such as ships, high
local stresses as well as discontirmities
or flaw “ill be present in welded ship
hulls. Therefore, primary emphasis in
the proposed fracture-control guidelines
is placed on the use of steels with
moderate levels of notch-toughness and
on the use of properly designed crack
arresters, rnwever, the importance of
proper design and fabrication should
be emphasized.

In general, concepts of fracture
mechanics are used to develop the mat-
erial toughness level that is required
for fail-safe operation of welded ship
hulls. This toughness level is esti-
mated to be K /. level of 0.9 at 32°F
(O“C), where ~~D ~~ the critical mater-
ial toughness under conditions of dynami-
c loading and u is the yield strength
of the material ~~der the same dynamic
loading. The assumption that ships are
loaded dynamically is made because
little information on loading rates
existed at the time of this study and
ships are basically single-load path
structures. Hence the assumption of
dynamic loading is conservative and
needs to be studied further, in vie”
of the excellent service history of
welded steel ships.

Because the desired le”el of
toughness cannot be measured directly
using current fracture mechanics tests,
the requirements are established in
terms of the NDT (nil-ductility trans-
ition ) temperature and DT (dynamic tear)
test values for base metal, weld metal,
and heat-affected-zone materials used
in primary load-carrying Embers.

Althouqh the criteria presented
in this paper are primarily material
specifications , the importance of proper
design (avoiding details that lead to
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stress concentrations ) and proper fab-
rication (good quality welding and in-
spection) is emphasized.

1“ general, the results of this
investigation have developed conserva-
tive material-toughness requirements
for ship steels of all strength levels
which, in combination with properly
designed crack arresters, shodd result
in rational fracture-control guidelines
that will minimize the probability of
brittle fractures in welded ship bulls
consistent “ith eco”ondc realities. ,,

GENERAL PRIELEM OF BRITTLE FSACTURE IN
SHIPS

Although welded ship failures
have occurred since the early 1900 vs,
it was not until the la,rge‘number of
World war II ship failures that the
problem was fully appreciated] )*. Of
the approximately 5,000 merchant ship?,
built during World War 11, over 1,000
had developed cracks of considerable
size by 1946. Between 1942 and 1952,
more than 200 ships had sustained frac-
tures classified as serious, and at
least nine T-2 tankers and seven Liberty
ships had broken completely in two as a
result of brittle fractures. The majOr-
ity of fractures in the Liberty ships
started at square hatch corners or
square cutouts at the top of the sheer-
strake. Design changes involving romd-
ing and strengthening of the hatch
corners, renvving sguare cutouts in the
sheerstrake, and adding riveted crack
arresters in various locations led to
inanediate reductions in the incidence
of failuresz ). Most of the fractures
in the T-2 tankers originated in defects
in bottom shell butt welds. The use of
crack arresters a“d improved workman-
ship reduced the incidence of failures
in these vessels.

.
Studies indicated that in addi-

tion to design faults, steel quality
also was a primary factor that contri-
buted to brittle fracture in “elded
ship hulls’) . Therefore, in 1947, the
American Bureau of Shipping introduced
restrictions on the chemical composition
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of steels and in 1949, Lloyds Register
stated that “when the main structure
of a ship is intended to be wholly or
partially welded, the committee may
require parts of primary structural
importance to be steel, the properties
and process of manufacture of which
have been specially approved for this
purpose’ ).”

In spite of design improvements,
the increased use of crack arresters,
improvements in quality of workmanship,
and restrictions on the chemical com-
position of ship steels during the
later 1940’s, brittle fractures still
occurred in ships in the early 1950’ss ).
Bet”een 1951 and 1953, two conparative-
lY new all-welded cargo ships and a
transversely framed welded tanker broke
.in two. ln the winter of 1954, a long-
itudinally framed welded tanker con-
structed of improved steel quality
using up-to-date concepts of good de-
sign and welding quality broke in two’ ).

During the 1950’s, seven Classifi-
cation Societies responsible for the
classification of ships (American
Bureau of Shipping, Bureau Veritas,
Germanischer Lloyd, Lloyd’s Register of
Shipping, Nipon Kaiji Kyokai, Det
Norske Veritas, and Registro Italianno
Na”ale) held n“mero”s meetings and in
1959 published the Unified Requirements
for Ship Steels ‘). These requirements
specified various manufacturing methods,
chemical composition, or Charpy V-
Notch impact requirements for five
grades of steel.

Since the late 1950’s (although
the actual number has been low) brittle
fractures have still occurred in ships
as indicated by Boyd’ s description of
ten such failures between 1960 and 1965
and a number of unpublished reports of
brittle fractures in welded ships since
19657 ), as well as the brittle fracture
that occurred in the Ingram Bar% in
1972.

Therefore, although it has been
aPPrOXi~telY 30 years since the prob-
lem of brittle fracture in welded ship
hulls was first recognized as a signif-
icant problem for the ship-building
industry, brittle fractures still occur
in ships. while it is true that durinq
this time considerable research has led
to various changes in design, fabrica-
tion, and materials so that the inci-
dence of brittle fractures in welded
ship hulls has been reduced markedlya ),
nonetheless, brittle fractures continue
to occur in welded ship hulls fabricat-
ed with ordinary-strength steels. With
the use of higber-strength steels,
there is a definite concern that brittle
fractures may occur in these steels also.

* See References

Currently there are no specific
fracture-control guidelines or overall
touqhness criteria available for the
ppact~ing naval architect tO specify
in designing welded steel ship hulls of
all strength levels. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper is to provide
rational fracture-control guidelines
consistent with economic realities
which, when implemented, will minimize
the probability of brittle fractures in
welded ship hulls. Although the fact
is rarely stated, the basis of struc-
tural design in all large complex welded
structures is an attempt to optimize
the desired performance requirements
relative to cost considerations (mater-
ials, design, fabrication) so that the
probability of failure (and its economic
consequences) is low.

For reasons developed in the
following sections, the guidelines are
primarily material oriented. This does
not relieve the naval architect of
responsibility for good ship design, but
reco qnizes the fundamental importance
of using good quality structural steels
in large complex welded structures.

GENERAL PRCBLEM OF BRITTLE FRACTURE IN
WELDED STRUCTURES

An overwhelming amount of research
on brittle fracture in welded steel
strwtures has shown that numerous
factors (e.g. , service temperature,
material toughness, design, welding:
residual stresses, fatigue, constraint,
etc. ) can contribute to brittle frac-
tures in large_welded structures such
as ship hulls 5 ‘y. However, the recent
development of fracture mechanicsl ‘-20)
has shown that there are three primary
factors that control the susceptibility
Of a structure to brittle fracture.
These three primary factors are:

1) Material Tou~hg~5_( Kc ,KIC,KID)—----- .—

Material toughness can be de-
fined as the ability to deform
plastically in the presence of a
notch and can be described in
terms of the static critical
stress-intensity factor under
conditions of plane stress (KC)
or plane strain (K ). K 1s a
widely accepted ne~~ure o~Dthe
critical material toughness under
conditions of maximum constraint
(plane strain) and impact-loading.
ln addition to metallurgical fac-
tors such as composition and heat
treatment, the notch toughness of
a steel also depends on the appli-
cation temperature, loading rate,
and constraint (state-of-stress)
ahead of the notch as discussed
in the Appendix.
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2) Flaw Size (a)

Brittle fractures initiate
from flaws or discontirmities of
various kinds. These discontin-
uities can vary from extremely
small cracks within a weld arc
strike, (as was the case in the
brittle fracture of a T-2 tanker
during world War II) to much
larger weld or fatigue cracks.
Complex welded structures are
not fabricated “ithout discon-
tinuities (porosity, lack of
fusion, toe cracks, mismatch,
etc. ), although good fabrication
practice and inspection can min-
imize the original size and
number of flaws. Thus , these
discontirmities will be present
in all welded ship hull struc-
tures even after all inspections
and weld repairs are finished.
Furthermore, even though only
“small” flaws may be present
initially, fatigue stressing can
cause them to enlarge, possibly
to a critical size.

3) ~trass Level (u)

Tensile stresses, (nominal,
residual, or both) are necessary
for brittle fractures to occur.
The stresses in ship hulls are
difficult to analyze because
ships are complex structures,
because of tbe complexity of
the dynamic loading, and because
of the stress concentrations
present throughout a ship which
increase the local stress levels.
The probability of critical re-
gions in a welded ship hull being
subjected to dynamic -d stress
loading (a ~) is fairly high,
particularly n regions of stress
concentrations where residual
stresses from welding may be
present.

All three of these factors must
be present for a brittle fracture to
occur in structures. A1l other factors
such as temperature, loading rate, re-
sidual stresses, etc. merely affeet
the above three primary factors.

Engineers have known these facts
for many years and have reduced the
susceptibility of structures to brittle
fractures by applying these concepts to
their structures ~ualitative~. That_—— —
is, good design (loner stress levels by
.miniinikingdiscontinuities ) and fabri-
catio” practices (decreased flaw size
because of proper welding control) , as
well as the use of materials with
good notch-toughness levels (e.g. , as
measured with a Charpy v-notch impact
test) will and ~e minimized the pro-
bability of brittle fractures in struc-

tures. However, the engineer has not
had specified design guidelines to
evaluate the relative performance and
economic tradeoffs between design, fab-
dication and materials in a ~antitative
manner.

The recent development of fracture
mechanics as an applied science has
shown that all three of the above factors
b be interrelated to predict (or to
design against) the susceptibility of a
welded structure to brittle fracture.
Fracture mechanics is a method of char-
acterizing fracture beha”ior in terms of
structural parameters familiar to the
engineer, namely, stress and flaw size.
Fracture mechanics is based on stress
analysis and thus does not depend on the
use of empirical correlations to trans-
late laboratory results into practical
design information. Fracture mechanics
is based on the fact that the stress
distribution ahead of a sharp crack can
be characterized in terms of a single
parameter K1, the stress-intensity
fa~tor, hav~ng units of ksi/inch (f4w/
m3 2). Various specimen geometries
have been analyzed, and theoretical ex-
pressions for K1 in terms of applied
stress and flaw size have been developed.
Three examples are presented in Figure
1. In all cases, K1 is a function of
the nominal stress and the square root
of the flaw size. By knowing the crit-
ical value of K1 at failure, K , for a
given steel of a particular th~ckness
and at a specific temperature and load-
ing rate, the designer can determine
flaw sizes that can be tolerated in
structural members for a give” design
stress level. Conversely, he can deter-
mine the design stress level that can
be safely used for a flaw size that may
be present in a structure.

a

.
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FIG. 1. K1 values for various Crack
Geometries

.
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FIG. 2. Schematic Relation Between
Stress, Flaw Size, and Material

Toughness

This general relation is pre-
sented in Figure 2 which shows the re-
lationship between material toughness
(K ), nominal stress (u), and flaw
sise (a). If a particular combination
of stress and flaw size in a structure
(K1 ) reaches the K level, fracture
can occur. Thus t~ere are ~ com-
binations of stress and fla” size (e.g.

“E
and ~f) that may cause fracture in a

s ructure that is fabricated from a
steel having a particular value of Kc
at a particular service temperature,
loading rate, and plate thickness.
Conversely, there are man combinations
of stress and flaw .izfi.9., . and
a ) that will gt cause failure 8fa
p~rticular steel. A brief development
and numerical example of the concepts
of fracture mechanics is presented in
the Appendix.

At this point, it should be em-
phasized that (fortunately) the K
levles for mst steels used in sh?p
hulls are so high that they cannot be
measured directly using existing ASTM
standardized test methc”ls. Thus ,
although concepts of fracture mechanics
can be used to develop fracture-control
guidelines and desirable toughness-.—
Ie=s, the state of the art is such
that actual x values cannot be mea-
sured~is? ~p-fi~l~~~~els at
service temperatures.~des-
cribed later, this fact dictates that
auxiliary test methods must be used to
insure that ship hull materials per-
form satisfactorily under service
conditions.

DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC FRACTURE-
CONTROL CRITERIA FOR WELDED STEEL SHIP

HULLS

General—-

In the previous chapter, concepts
of fracture mechanics were introduced
as the best method for developing frac-
ture-control guidelines for welded steel
structures. In this chapter, fracture-
mechanics concepts are used to develop
specific criteria to prevent catastro-
phic fractures in welded steel ship
hulls . Conc~of fracture mechanics
are e~h~zed rather than linear elaS-
tic fracture mechanics used~xi~
=TM test nethcds because steels for
ship hulls should have higher toughness
levels than can currently be measured
using ASTM speci=a+=n test methods.

Service Conditions-_-_---—— ---—---

A review of current practice of
designing ship hulls indicates that the
actual loadings are not well knownz 1‘22).
Therefore, general rules of proportion-
ing the cross section of ships have
been developed, primarily on the basis
of experience. Recent developments in
analytical techniques and actual
measurements of ship loadings have lad
to improvements in the understanding of
the structural behavior of shipsz 3).
However, the design of ship hulls is
primarily an empirical proportioning
based on satisfactory past experience
rather than a systematic analytical
design and therefore calculated design
stresses for specific sea states are
rarely found.

Strain measurements on actual
ships have indicated that the nIAximum
veritical wave-bending-stress excursion
(peak-to-trough) ever measured was
about 24 ksi (165 NN/m2 ). Also the max-
imum bending stress for slender cargo
liners is about 10 ksi (69 WN/m2 ) and
for bigger ships such as tankers and
:y+:~carriers, about 14 ksi (97 NN/m2 )

). Therefore, 14 ksi (97 NN/m2 )
appears to be a reasonable maximum nom-
inal stress level in ship hulls. Al-
though this stress is less than one-half
the yield stress of most ship hull
steels, the local stress at stress con-
centrations reaches the yield strength
level, particularly when the additional
effects of residual stress are consider-
ed. Furthermore, because of the partic-
ular nature of ship hull loadings and
the number of brittle fractures that
have occurred in service, it is reason-
able (and conservative) to assume that
ships can be loaded under impact condi-
tions, i.e. , the loads can be applied
rapidly enough so that the dynamic
yield stress is reached. As discussed
in the Appendix, the dynamic yield
stress under impact loading is approxi-
mately 20 ksi (13S MN/mz ) higher than
the static yield stress as measured in
standard tension tests. The actual

.
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loading rate for ship hulls is prob-
ably between the limits of “static”
lo2ding strain rate approximately

-!10 ‘sec ) and dynamic or impact
loading (strain rate approximately
10 sec l). However, in view of the
general service behavior of ships, and
the lack of information on specific
loading rates, the conservative assump-
tion that ships are loaded dynamically
is made.

It should be emphasized that the.— .-—
naterid toumness requirements devel-
oped in this report would be changed
significantly if an “intermediate”
loading rate-were assumed for ship
hull structures rather than a dynamic
loading rate. For purposes of compar-
ison, bridge structures are assumed to
be loaded at an intermediate loading
rate and their material toughness
requirements arc less stringent than
those developed in this paper.

Studies have shown that ships
Op~rate at temperatures less than 32°F
(O F) only about 3% of the time, Fig-
ure 325). Therefore, ~ design service
temperature of 32% (O C) for welded
steel ship hulls appears realistic.
For special application, such as ice-
breakers, the design service tempera-
ture should be lower.

m

mI f

10
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FIG. 3. Distribution of Service Temp-
erature for Ships (Ref. 25).

Therefore, from a fracture-con-
trol standpoint, the probability is
high that critical regions i“ welded
ship hulls can be subjected to impact
loadings at 32”F (O“C) such ‘that the

dynamic yield stress of the material
can be reached. Thus, the use of dynam-
ic fracture parameters, K /o (see
Appendix) , rather than st~~icy?racture
parameters, K /0

A
is justified,

although it s ~ultis;e emphasized that
this is a conservative assumption,
particularly in view of the excellent
service experience of welded steel
ships .

*izsL=?-~2csa=mis

Previously, it has been shown that
brittle fractures occur because of par-
ticular combinations of material tough-
ness, flaw size, and tensile stresses.
If this basic principle is combined
with the realistic fact that the stress
level in critical parts of a ship hull
will reach yield stress magnitude and
that flaws or discontinuities will be
present in the hull, the naval archi-
tect is faced with three possible solu-
tions to prevent ca2t,astrophicbrittle
fractures in ships ):

1) Develop multiple-load paths
within the hull so that failure
of any one part of the cross sec-
tion does not lead to total fail-
ure of the ship. Although this
solution is satisfactory for
other types of welded structures
such as stringer-type bridges with
concrete decks, it does not appear
to be feasible for monolithic
welded steel ship hulls-

2) Use extremely notch-tough
steels so that no brittle frac-
tures can initiate or propagate,
even at very high stress levels.
Although this solution would
eliminate the problem of brittle
fracture in welded steel ship
hulls , it is economically unfea-
sible because such extreme levels
of notch toughness actually are
not required. Furthernmre, even
notch-tough materials can fail
if the loading is severe enough.

2) Provide a fail-safe design
using steels with moderate levels
of notch-toughness in combination
with properly designed crack-
arresters, so that even if a crack
initiates, it will be arrested
before catastrophic failure occurs.

The fundamental oroblem in a
~~~istic fracture- con~rol plan for—- —-—
welde~~p hulls IS to optimize the
above possible performance criteria
with cost consideratmns so that the

%~~j~d~l~brittle fractur~n
roba~lt of complete structural

welded ship hulls is very low. In that
sense, the””toughness criterion proposed
in this report is an attempt to optimize
satisfactory performance with reasonable
cost, following a ~ai l-safe philosophy.

.
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Thus, the third solution, na~e~y
the us~~f~afid weldments with
~ate levels of notch toughness
c~-tiined-with properly designed
crack arresters, is recommended as a
~rXTt~r;-—cXtZ?l_Oii-?Gir-wZiFeZ<Q—
hu~—____

In line with this general frac-
ture-control plan, the following
items are noted.

1) As has been well documented
during the past 30 years, the
definite passability of brittle
fracture in welded ship hulls
exists because welded ship hulls
are complex structures that can
be subjected to local loading of
yield point magnitude at temper-
ature as low as 32-F (O”C) . The
assumption of dynamic loading
is made to be conservative and
because ships are generally
single-load path structures.
That is, if a fracture initiates,
it will continue to propagate
unless arrested, because the
structure is continuous around
the hull.

2) Because of current limita-
tions in fabrication practice and
inspection at shipyards, a large
probability exists that large un-
detected flaws (e.g. , equal tO %
the plate thickness) will be
present at some time during the
life of welded ship hulls. Even
%7iti’’improvenentsin control of
welding quality during fabrica-
tion, some discontinuities will
still be present prior to the
service life of the structure
and fatigue may cause these
discontinuities to grow in size
during the life of the structure.
Thus, it is assumed that flaws
are present in all welded ship
hulls.

3) The naval architect generally
does not have absolute control
over the fabrication of a welded
ship hull. Thus, he should es-
tablish material and @~i~n con-
trols during the design process
that are adequate to prevent the
occurrence of brittle fractures
in welded ship hulls. Although
the designer tries to avoid de-
tails that act as stress raisers,
this is an impossible task in
large complex welded structures.
Hence, the emphasis in this
fracture-control plan is on the
choice of proper materials (tough-
ness specifications for steels
and weldments ) and design (proper
use of crack arresters) , even
though quality fabrication and
inspection of ~elas are extreme-
ly important.

4) Although specifying solely
the metallurgy and manufacturing
process, including composition,
aeoxidi zation practice, heat
treatment, etc. , has been one
methoa of controlling the level
of notch toughness in a steel,
the only method of measuring the
actual toughness of a steel is a
toughness ~~. A direct measure
of toughness woula appear to be
better for the user because he
is ultimately concerned with the
performance of the steel or weld-
ment, and this performance can
best be determined by a notch-
toughness test. Also a Specifi-
cation based on a notch-toughness
test would appear to be nmre
equitable for staelmakers in that
it leaves them some latitucle to
adopt the process best suites to
their particular operation in
satisfying the toughness require-
ment. However, a toughness test
does have the clisaavantage in that
a test value pertains to only one
location in a plate whereas proper
processing control shoula pertain
to the entire plate. However, be-
cause this may not always be true,
a toughness test is no less effec-
tive as an indication of the
service performance of the entire
plate.

5) Because of the aifficulties
in conducting a toughness test
on a composite weldment, notch-
toughness specimens shoulcfbe
taken from each of the following
regions : base metal, weld metal,
and heat-affected zone. While
there is no “one” heat-affected-
zone, an average measure of
toughness can be obtainecl by
notching the test specimen so
that the tip of the notch is
approximately at the center of
the heat-affected-zone region.
Existing AES Rulesz’ ) specify
that five sets of in@act speci-
mens be taken during welding Pro-
cedure Qualification Testing for
weldments “sec3 for very low-temp-
erature service. Tbe notches for
the specimens are locatea at the
centerline of the weld, on the
fusion line, and in the beat-
affected-zone, 0.039-in (1 mm) ,
0.118-in (3 mm) , ancf 0.197-in
(5 nun)from the fusion line. For
weld qualification tests it may he
desirable to follow this practice,
although this practice may be
quite expensive for normal quality
control . .

The specific requirements to im-
plement these fail-safe fracture-control
guidelines consist of 1) establishing a
satisfactory level of notch toughness
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in the steels and weldments, and
2) developing of properly designed
crack arresters. These requirements
are presented in detail in SSC Report
244. It should be re-emphasized
that improper fabrication can still
lead to structural failure regardless
of the level of notch-toughness. Thus
good quality welding and inspection
practices must be followed.

MATERIALS PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

General———

In general, the primary load-
carrying members of steel ship struc-
tures are the plate members within the
center .4L of the hull that comprise
the upper deck, bottom shell, side
plating, and longitudinal bulkheads.
Because these members are the primary
load-carrying members, material
toughness requirements should be
specified for them. Although stiffen-
ers can also be primary load-carrying
members, they are not connected to
each other and thus failure of one
stiffener shodd not lead to failwe
of adjacent stiffeners. Therefore,
they need not be subject to the pro-
posed criteria.

Stresses in a ship hull vary
from extreme lem?l$ in the upper deck
and bottom shell to essentially zero
at the neutral axis as indicated in
Fig. 4, which illustrates an idealized
stress distribution in the section.
As shown schematically in Fig. 2, the
critical crack size for a given
material is influenced by the nominal
tensile stress level. Because stresses
in the main-stress regions (Fig. 4)
can reach critical levels , the ~wial~
perfonmnce characteristics of the pri-
mary load–carrying plate metiers in
these areas should be specified by a
toughness requirement. Stresses in
the secondary-stress region are some-
what lower, and for primary load-
carrying plate members in this area, a
less-stringent toughness requirement
is needed.

a,,,..,,,,,,m,,

~y;~~%~~;

,.

FIG. 4. Schematic Cross–Section Show-
ing Primary Load-carrying Members in
Main-and Secondary Stress Regions

Development of Toughness Requirement
for Main- *tzress Regions

Traditionally, the fracture
characteristics of 10”- and intermediate
strength steels have been described in
terms of the transition from brittle to
ductile behavior as measured by impact
tests. This transition in fracture
behavior can be related schematically
to various fracture states as shown in
Fig’. 5. Plane-strain behavior refers
to fracture under elastic stresses with
little or no shear-lip development and
is essentially brittle. Plastic be-
havior refers to ductile failure under
general yielding conditions with very
large shear-lip development. The trans-
tion between these two extremes is the
elastic-p~$g~~g region which is also———. ._—
referred to as the mixed-mode region.

,W.a LW, NG

~.
TW,F.,., .

FIG. 5. Schematic Showing Relation Be-
tween Notch-Toughness Test Results and
Levels of Structural Performance for
Various Loading Rates.

For static loading, the transi-
tion region occurs at lower temperatures
than for impact (or dynamic) loading,
depending on the yield strength of the
steel. Thus, for structures subjected
to static loading, the static transi-
tion curve should be used to predict
the level of performance at the service
temperature.

For structures ?,”bjected to some
intermediate loading rate, an inter-
mediate loading rate transition curve
should be used to predict the level ok
performance at the service temperature.
Because the actual loading rates for
ship hulls are not well defined, and to
be conservative, the impact loading
curve (Fig. 5) is used to predict the
service performance of ship hull steels.
As noted on Fig. 5, the nil-ductility
transition (NDT) temperature generally
defines the upper limit of plane-strain

L---
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under conditions of -t loading.
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FIG. 6. Schematic Showing Relation Be-
tween Level of Performance as Measured
by Impact Tests and ND!Cfor 3 Arbitrary
Steels.

A fundamental question to be re-
solved regarding a fracture criterion
for welded ship hull steels is: ‘What
level of material performance should be
required for satisfactory performance
in a ship hull subjected to dynamic
loading?-’ That is, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 6 for impact loading, one
of the following three general levels
of material performance must be estab-
lished at the service temperature for
the steels that are primary load-carry-
ing members:

1) Plane-strain behavior - Use
steel (1) - Fig. 6

2) Elastic-plastic behavior -
Use steel (2) - Fig. 6

3) Fully plastic behavior - Use
steel (3) - Fig. 6

Although fully plastic behavior
would be a very desirable level of
performance for ship hull steels, it
may not be necessary, or even economi-
cally feasible. A reasonable level of
elastic-plastic behavior (steel 2 -
Fig. 6) should be satisfactory to pre-
vent initiation of mst brittle frac-
tures. (If fractures do initiate,
they should not lead to catastropbi c
failure of a ship as long as properly
designed crack arresters are used. )
Specifying that the NDT temperature of
all steels and weldments used in pri-
marv load-carrvina members in the
cen~er O.4L of- ships be equal to or
less than O°F (-18”C) (32° F (18°C)
below the minimum service temperature)
should establish the required perform-
ance level, if the materials follow
the aenerai behavior of steel 2 in

Thus, the recommended primary
material specification in an overall
fracture-control plan for welded
steel ship hulls is that all steels
and weldments used in primary load-
carrying plate members in the main
stress regions of ships have a maximum
NDT of O“F (-18”c) as measured by ASTM
Test Method E-208-692’ ).

Although necessary, this primary
NDT requirement alone is not sufficient,
since an additional toughness require-
ment is necessary to insure that the
resistance to fracture of the steels
and weldments whose NDT is O-F (-18”c)
(or lower) is actually satisfactory at
32”F (O-C). That is, this additional
requirement is necessary to guarantee
that materials follow the general per-
formance level shown in Fig. 6, rather
than exhibit a low-energy shear behavior.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship of low-
energy performance to normal behavior
and very-high level behavior (HY-80
type behavior for military applications) .

~ /-””-’’”

I
,, ,,

,,M.,U,,, ,,.. ,

FIG. 7. Schematic Showing Relation Be-
tween Normal-, High-, Low-Energy Shear
Levels of Performance as Measured by
Impact Tests.

Low-energy shear behavior usually
does not occur in low-strength steels
but is sometimes found in high-strength
steels, i.e. , steels having yield
strengths approaching 100 ksi. Thus
the additional toughness requirement
is necessary to eliminate the possibil-
ity of low-energy shear failures, pri-
marily in the higher-strength steels.

In terms of fracture-mechanics
concepts, the critical dynamic tough-
ness, K1 , is approximately equal tO
0.60 a? NDT, where a is the d~u$c
yiel~Dstrength of the ~terial.
for the ship hull materials that satis-
fy the criterion that NDT be equal to
or less than O“F (-18”c) ,

Fig. -6.
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‘ID .
r - 0.6 at O“F (-18-C)
yD

At the
32-F (O”C)

K
ID

~ 1s
yD

minimum service temperature of

estimated to be about O.9

because of the rapid increase in KID
with temperature in the transition
temperature region. Although the
value of O.9 cannot be established
theoretically, ewerimental results
fOr variOus SteelS2’ ), including ABS-C
and ASTM A517 steels, Figures 8 and 9,
indicate that this is a realistic value.

,., r ?/7

FIG. 8. Crack-Toughness
for 7=B5-C Steel

Performance

It should be emphasized that al-
though concepts of fracture mechanics
have been used to develop an auxiliary
toughness requirement that K /o
for l-inch-thick (25.4 mm) pf~te~~,z 0”9
materials satisfying this criterion will
exhibit elastic-plastic, ~-plane-
strain behavior. Therefore, this tough-
ness le”el _ be measured using
existing state-of-the-art fracture-
mechanics tests as specified by ASTMa 0).
That is, for l-inch-thick (25.4 mm)
plates, the upper limit of dynamic
plane-strain behavior is

‘ID
1.0 = 2.5 (—)2

‘yD

Or KID/uyD = O.63. Thus NDT (where

KID/oyD z O.6) is the upPer limit of

dynamic plane-strain behavior for 1-
inch-thick (25.4 mm) plates.

At 32-F (O”C), K /m is speci-
fied in this criterionl?o ~~ 0.9,
which is beyond the limits of dynamic
plane-strain behavior for l-inch-thick
(25.4 mm) plates.

For 2-inch-thick (50.8 nun)plates,

‘ID
2.0 = 2.5 (7)2

yD

R ;+9<:xgt;a!A8:ei:vR:. liR:s:fad;:am-
inch-thick (50.8 nun)plate, loaded
dynamically to the full yield stress of
a material in the presence of a sharp
flaw at 32°F (O“c) would be at the
limit of dynamic plane-strain beha”ior.
B ecause the Drobabilitv of all these
factors occuking simul~aneously is min-
imal, the req”irernent that K~D/.yD to. 9

aPPears tO be satisfactory for all thick-

TT

nesses of plate 2 inches (50.8 mm) or

/1

less . However, the required toughness
levels for plates thicker than 2 inches

/1 ; (50.8 mm) should be increased.

Using concepts of fracture mech-
anics, as well as engineering experi-
ence, the following observations can be
made regarding the level of performance
at 32 F“(O“C) for steels and weldments
that satisfy the ~imar toughness re-
quirement of ND. f ~-18°C) and the
~u~il~g~ toughness requirement that
KID~uyD ~ 0.9 at 32°F (O°C) :

I 1, I
m .M -m .,. .,m .a . . ,m

,,s! ,,mlA,uJ %

FIG. 9. Crack-Toughness Performance
for A517-F Steel

1) The start of the transition
from brittle to ductile be-
havior wil 1 begin ~w the
minimum ser”ice temperature
of 32” F (O-C). Therefore, at
the minimum service tempera-
ture, the materials will ex-
hibit some level of elastic-
plastic non-plane-strain be-
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havior in the presence of a
sharp crack under dynamic
loading.

2) Although not specified in the
proposed toughness require-
ment, the materials will ex-
hibit some percentage of
fibrous fracture appearance
at 32”F (O”C). Service ex-
perience has shown that frac-
ture appearance is an effec-
tive indicator of the resis–
tance to brittle fracture.
Thus, this criterion is
consistent with service
experience of ship hulls.

3) Although precise stress-flaw s
calculations cannot be made
for material exhibiting
elastic-plastic behavior,
estimates of critical crack
sizes for 40 ksi (276 NN/m2)
yield strength steels can be
nt+deas follows:

ize

a)

b)

‘or a ‘ID = ‘“goyD
and a

nominal stress of 14 ksi
(97 MN/m’) tbe critical
crack size at 32°F (O”C)
is estimated to be 8-10
inches (203-254 nun) as
shown in Fig. 10.

For one of the larqest stress
ranges (peak to tr~ugh)
ever recorded ships, i;e.,
about 24 ksi (165 MN/m ),
the critical crack size
is estimated to be 3
inches (76 mm) .

c) For the worst possible
cases of dynamic loading
of yield point magnitude,
the dynamic critical
crack size is estimated
to be 1/2 inch (12.7 nun).

.,, .,,,

.,,. ..)

x,,.b!

CIG. 10. Estimate of Stress-Flaw Size
Relation for ?SS Steel with
KID/OyD =0.9.

P-lo

Ideally, the auxiliary toughness
requirement that K /0 > 0.9 at 32SF
(O‘c) should be es~~bl~~h~d by ~~-t-
ing a KID test at 32-F (O-C) .
tunately’, no inexpensive standard K.,.
test sD&2imen exi; ts. Furthermore, ‘“
resear;h test procedures to obtain” KID
values directly are currently too com-
plex for use in specifications. Thus
some other test soecimen must be used
to insure that K1~/’JyD z O. 9 at 32°F
(o”c).

The test specimen should be load-
ed dynamically, easy to use, standard-
ized, and the results should be readily
interpretable. In addition, the speci-
men should have a sharp notch to close-
ly approximate the sharp crack condi-
tions that exist in large complex
welded structures such as welded ship
hulls. Finally, the test specimen
should be as large as practical because
of the effect of constraint on the
fracture behavior of structural steels.

After careful consideration of
which of the various fracture test spec-
imens (e.g. , CVN, pre-cracked CVN,
crack-opening Displacement-COD, DT, and
KID) would be most applicable to the
part~cular requirement for welded ship
hulls, the 5/8-inch (15.9 mm) thick
dvnamic tear (DT) test sPecimen3 ‘) is
.;commended
specimens.

as the auxil;ary test

f

,!

/Y-
,,.,

,/ ‘ //T

“ /

‘ ,///

FIG. 11. Relation Between NDT, CVN, and
DT Test Results for A9S-B Steel.

For the ship hull steel applica-
tion, the DT test specimen currently
satisfies all of the above requirements
better than any other test SPeCiMen.
The DT test is an impact test (high-
loading rate) that has a sharp pressed
notch with residual tensile stresses
(thus the strain concentration is larg-
er than for mchined notches) . The be-
ginning of the elastic-plastic transi-
tion occurs at NDT as shown in Figures
11, 12, and 13 for representative XlS-B,
ABS-C, and A517 steels, respectively.
Thus the DT test specimen results can



be easily related to the NDT values
for ship steels.

If the loading rates for ships
were shown conclusively to be inter-
mediate or slow, and if less conserv-
atism were desired, then the DT test
might not be the test that nwst closely
models the structural behavior of ship
hull steels. However, for the assump-
tion of dynamic loading in the presence
of a sharp crack it does mgdel the be-
havior better than any other specimen.

.a’,L
m. .,. .,=,. ,,,

FIG. 12. Relation Between NDT, CVN, and
DT Test Results for ABS-C Steel.

+-t x“””

H-4’, ““r
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FIG
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were

13. Relation Bet”een NDT, CVN, DT,

and ‘ID for A517 steels.

If the loading rates for ships
shown conclusively to be inter-

mediate or s1o”, and if less conserva-
tism were desired, then the DT test
might not be the test that most close-
ly models the structural behavior of
ship hull steels. However, for the
assumption of dynamic loading in the
presence of a sharp crack, it does
model the beha”ior better than any
other specimen.

For the plate thicknesses nor-
mally used in ship hull construction
(less than 2-inches (50.8 mm) thick) ,
thickness has a second-order effect
on the toughness behavior in the trans-
ition temperature region compared with

the first-order effects of loading rate
and notch acuity. Increasing the load-
ing rate of notched steel specimens
raises the transition temperature as
shown in Fig. 8 and 9 ,9 . Increasing
the notch acuity (from that in a mach-
ined CVN specimen to that in a pressed-
notch DT specimen) also raises the be-
ginning of the transition temperature
range as shown in Fig. 11-13 and 26-29.
The second-order effect of thickness
(namely the very small change in trans-
ition behavior between 5/8 (15.9 mm)
and 1 inch (25.4 mm) thick DT specimens)
is shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. There
are lar~r changes in transition temper-
atur~~or much thicker plates (e.g. ,3-
to 12-inch (76 to 305 mm) thick plates
used in thick-walled pressure vessels)
but for the ship hull application
(plates less than 2-inches (50.8 mm)
thick) , the effects of specimen thick-
ness are second order and.can be
ignored.

Therefore, although it weuld be
technically more desirable to we full-
thickness DT specimens to specify the
beha”ior of ship steels, only the 5/8-
inch (15.9 nun) thick DT specimen is
being recommended because the practical
aspects of testing the S/E-inch (15.9
mm) thick DT specimen far outweigh the
disad”antaqe of ha”ing to use a less
than full-plate thickness test specimen.
The 5/8-inch (15.9 nun)DT specimen has
recently been standardized (MIL Stan-
dard lr5013 1)--also see Appendix C) and

can be conducted in existing NDT type
falling-weight test machines or in
relatively small pendulum type machines.

For abeve reasons, the DT test is
recommended as the auxiliary test speci-
men to be used to insure that elastic-
plastic behavior is actually being ob-
tained in steels and weldments for
welded ship hulls even though CVN im-
pact test results currently are widely
used as reference values for predicting
the behavior of ship steels. Because
of the wide-spread use of CVN test re-
sults, particularly in quality control,
CVN mlues that axe equivalent to DT
test “al”es are presented in Appendix E.

After having selected the DT test
specimen as the auxiliary test specimen,
the next step is to establisb the DT
value at 32”F (O“C) that will insure a
p ratio of O.9 so that the desired
levelygf elastic-plastic behavior is
obtained for all steels and weldments.
Bec.a”se there are no direct theoretical
solutions to establish the DT values
corresponding to K /0 = 0.9, empiri-
cal considerations l~rey~sed.

A review of available experimental
test results indicates that at NDT,
where K /a = O.6t the amount of
absorbe&Den~~gy for 5/8-inch (15.9 nun)

L
. .
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thick DT specimens iS apprOXi~telY
absorbed energy for the DT specimens
can be approximated by (O.9/0.6) times
100, or equal to 150 ft lb (203J) . The
general relation between K and energy
in the elastic region WOU1~ indicate
that this ratio should be squared.
However, in the elastic-plastic region,
where the absorbed energy is increasing
very rapidly with temperature, a linear
relation 1M% be nwre realistic. The
value of 150 ft lb (203J) is relatively
small and, therefore, it is recommended
that the DT test be conducted at 75°F
(24”c) (room temperature) rather than
32”F (O“C) because it may be difficult
to measure a significant change in
resistance to fracture between O°F
(-18”C) (limit of plane-strain behavior)
and 32°F (O“C) (a moderate level of
elastic-plastic behavior) . Although
from a technical viewpoint it would be
Preferable to conduct the DT test at
~h 32°F (O”C) and 75°F (24”c) , the
practical considerations of the speci-
fication suggest that the DT test be

conducted at +75-F (24”c) (room temper-
ature ).

If the test is conducted at 75.F
(24”c) , the minimum K /0
should be 1.5 on the *~si~Do~~non-
linear extrapolation from 0.9 at 32°F
(O“C)as shown in Fig. 14. Thus, the
minimum DT value should be (1.5/0.9)
times 150, or equal to 250 ft lb (339J)
Fig. 14 also shows a schematic repre-
sentation of the lower-bound sDecifi-
cation curve of ~uired Valuei (NDT =
O-F (-18”C) and K1 ~. 1.5 at 75-F
(24”c) - actually ~50y$’t lbs (339J)
in a DTtest) and-the mininmm desired
values of K /0 = 0.9 at 32°F (O”C)
compared wi~~ pX&’sible curves for ship
steels that either do or do not meet
the criterion. This figure shows
that by meeting both of the toughness
requirements at O°F(-18-C) and 75-F
(24”c) the desired bebavior at 32°F
(O“C) (KID/ayD z 0.9) should be met.

t!!l .- w

“.. 6.. . . .
,,,#!..,E,....

FIG. 14. Schematic Showing the Relation
Between Proposed Toughness Criterion
for Members in the Main-Stress Region
and Behavior of Actual Ship Steels.
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Assuming that the dynamic yield
strength is approximately 20 ksi (138
MN/m2 ) higher than the static yield
strength of a steel (Appendix) , the
reauired DT values at 75°F (24-C). .
K /o > 1.5) can be proportioned for
s~~ent?b-level as shown in Table 1.
This adjustment is necessary to insure
that hiuh strenuth steels have the same
relativ; toughn; ss levels as lower
strength steels.

Thus, the recommended auxiliary
material specification in an overall
fracture-control plan for welded steel
ship hulls is that all steels and weld-
ments used in primary load-carrying
plate members in the main-stress regions
of ships exhibit the levels of absorbed
energy in a 5/8-inch (15.9 nun)dynamic
tear (DT) specimen as presented in
Table 1.

The values presented in Table 1
should be the minimum values of speci-
mens oriented in the same direction as
the printmy stress level (notch orient-
ed perpendicular to the direction of
prirre.rystress) . In most cases, the
specimens will be longitudinal to the
rolling direction. However, if the
transverse stress level becomes signif-
icant, then the test specimens should
be oriented in the transverse direction

It should be emphasized that the
values presented in Table 1 are ~t
fully plastic “shelf-level” values,
but rather, are values that should in-
sure the desired level of elastic-
plastic behavior.

Development of Toughness Criterion fOr
Secondary-Stress Regions————_——

The toughness criteria developed
thus far in this section are applicable
to areas of maximum stress levels which
include critical members in the main-
stress regions of the hull. Stiffeners
and web frames probably do not need the
same level of toughness as the main
plating because of their discontinuous
nature. Primary load-carrying members
within the secondary-stress region
(Central D/2 portiOn-Fig. 4) will now
be considered.

In this vicinity, nominal stresses
can usually be expected to be less than
one-half tbe maximum normal hull stress
in the deck. Because low stresses (5
to 8 ksi (34 to 55 MN/mz) ) have been
known to initiate brittle fractures in
steels at temperatures less than NDT5 ),
and flaws are present in ships, it
accordingly follows that a moderate
notch-toughness criterion is required
even in secondary-stress regions of
primary load-carrying metiers.



TASLE 1

Dynamic Tear (DT) Requirements at +75-F (24”c) for Steels and Weldments in Main-
Stress Regions for Primary Load-Carrying Members* of Ship Hulls

——____
Actual Static Assumed Dynamic —-——P~p~~i6fiali ty

.—

Yield
Absorbed Energy —

Yield Strength factor for Requirements* ● for
Strength Level 5/8-inch (15.9 mu)

Oys ‘yD thick specimens

ksi NW/mz ks i NN/m2 ft-lb— _________________ J-— _____________________________

40 276

50 345

60 414

70 483

80 552

90 621

100 689

60 414 ( 60/60) 250 339

70 483

80 552

90 621

00 689

10 758

20 827

70/60) 290 393

80/60) 335 454

90/60) 375 508

100/60) 415 563

110/60) 460 624

120/60) 500 678

* These members must also meet the requirement of NDT z O“F (-18°C)

● * Dynamic elastic-plastic behavior approximating K /0
—- —____

~uD = 1.5
-— ________________ ___

Because the same size flaws can
exist throughout the entire bull sec-
tion, the toughness criterion for the
secondary stress regions should result
in the same required stress-intensity
factor (K ) for both primary-and-

lQsecondary- tress regions. Thus , for
the main-stress region, KID.adac= and

for the secondary- stress region, KID.
0/2 da A comparison of these
relati~~~ shows that the required KID
for the secondary-stress region is
one-half that of the main-stress region.
Accordingly, the required KID/a

~~ee%~- ~r~; ~5r$~L~YR
is 0.3Df=t10
However,

a history of welded steel fractures
indicates that a design for this
particular level of toughness (.NDT)
would IIDt be desirable because frac-
tures have initiated from very small
flaws when service temperatures are
lower than NDT, even when the applied
stresses were quite 10W5 ).

Thus, even though a tolerable
flaw size can be numerically computed
fOr a KID/oyD ratiD of O.45, it would

be very small (.0.1 inch (2.5 mm)),
and a minimum service temperature coin-
cident with NDT (KID/~ = O.6) appears
to be the lowest reall~~ic design-
toughness level. A graphical repre-
sentation of this design-toughness
level is presented in Figure 15.

A review of several hull cross
sections indicates that primary load-
carrying members in the secondary-
stress regions usually have nominal-
section thicknesses less than or equal
to one inch (25.4 nun)’s). This is due
to the fact that the steel in these
members is seldom a higher grade than
2E?S Grade B , which is restricted by
~S rule,’=) to a one-inch (25.4 mm)

P-13

thickness for this application. Thus
a one-inch (25.4 nun) section thickness
would appear to be the maximum thick-
ness used. As mentioned previowly,
NDT essentially represents the upper
limit of plane-strain behavior for this
thickness.

e~,
‘,, “&..

‘\
\ “\
\\ ‘.,%”,

..:: ,,,h,a”
‘\\‘-%,, -%-..----:,, .. .,,- .,;.,,* --------~.. -

K,. ., . . . (m.. s,..1., r. ?!..,

------
_______

w 0..s .,. ,m..)..:,:,,7,..-..

),, ,,6, , $ $, ,, ,,

,m.w,Iz, ,,.,, ,., ”,,

FIG. 15. Schematic Comparison of Main-
Stress and Secondary-Stress Criterion

Becawe the material-toughness
requirement of K /0

ID yD = 0.6 at the

minimum service temperature (32‘F(O“C))
is coincident with the NDT temperature,
it can be conveniently established by
using the NDT test. Such a marginal
toughness level does not require an
auxiliary test to evaluate transition
behavior. However, past experience
with the NDT testing procedure indicates
that a margin of at least 10”F (6“c) be



allowed, particularly for a specifica- 5)
tion that is based solely on NDT. For
all practical purposes, an NDT temper-
ature of 20”F (-7”c) should be sufficient to
assure that KID/ayD = 0.6 at 32”F (O”C). 6)

Thus, it is recommended that all
steels and we!ldments used in pritiry
load-carrying plate members in the
secondary-stress regions must satisfy
a less stringent material–toughness
requirement of NDT : 20° F (-7”C) .

As stated previous lY, tbe above
material specifications for either the
main-stress regions or the secondary-
stress regions will not guarantee the
complete absence of brittle fractures
in welded ship hulls. Therefore, a
fail-safe philosophy that incorporate
properly designed crack arresters fab-
ricated from steels with very high
levels of notch toughness should be
used in conjunction with the above
material requirements. Ho”ever, these
material-toughness requirements should
result in rational fracture-control
guidelines that will minimize the prob-
ability of brittle fractures in welded
ship hulls consistent with economic
realities.
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APPENDIX
lNTRODUCTION TO CONCEPTS OF FRACTURE

MECHANICS

Fracture Mechanics is a method of
characterizing fracture or fatigue be-
havior in terms of structural parameters
familiar to the engineer, namely, stress
and fla” size. Fracture mechanics is
based on stress analysis and thus does
not depend on the use of empirical
correlations to translate laboratory
results into practical design informa-
tion as long as the engineer can proper-
ly analyze the stresses in a specific
structural application and knows the
size of the flaws present in tbe struc-
ture. Therefore, the development of
fracture mechanics offers considerable
promise in solving the problem of de-
signing to prevent brittle fractures in
large complex welded strwtures, as
well as to characterize flaw growth by
such mechanisms ?.sfatigue, stress corro-
sion or corrosion fatigue.

Fracture mechanics can be sub-
divided into two general categories,
namely linear-elastic and general-



yielding fracture mechanics. Although
linear-elastic fracture mechanics
techniques are reasonably well estab-
lished (compared with general yielding
fracture mechanics, parameters such as
COD, J integral and R curve) most
structural materials, including ship
steels, do not behave elastically to
fracture and thus linear-elastic
fracture mechanics techniques are not
widely used for Imst structural materials
However, all existing toughness specifi-
cations, including the ones recommended
in this paper are based on the princi-
ples of linear elastic fracture mech-
anics rather than a direct application
of linear elastic fracture mechanics.
This is actually a very desirable sit-
uation because the desig=r-= =
iiii==als to exhibit general yielding
behavior rather than linear elastic
(brittle) behavior. However, as a
result, direct applications of linear
elastic fracture mechanics are limited,
and the designer must rely on the use
of auxiliary test methods for specifi -
cat ion purposes because general-yield-
ing fracture mechanics concepts are
not yet well-defined. In fact, there
are ~ standardized general yielding
fracture mechanics test methods avail-
able to the designer, although the
British have a tentative test method
for COD measwements.

Thus, as described in the main
sections of this paper, auxiliary test
methods, i.e. , NDT and DT test speci-
mens had to be used to specify the
desired material Properties, based on
~oggg~s of lines; eiastic fracture
mechanics.

The fundamental princple of lin-
ear elastic fracture mechanics is that
the stress field ahead of a sharp crack
can be characterized in terms of a
single parameter K , the stress inten-
si~ ,~tor, havin~ units of ksi/inch

The equations that describe
the elas~ic-stress field in the vicin-
ity of a crack tip in a body .mbjected
to tensile stresses normal to the
plane of the crack are presented in
Figure A-1. These stress-field equa-
tions shcw that tbe distribution of
the elastic-stress field in the vicin-
ity of the crack tip is invarient in
all structural components that are
subjected to deformations of this type
(designated as Mode I because the
applied stress is normal to tbe crack
surface) . I?urthernnre, the nmgnitude
of the elastic-stress field can be des-
cribed by a single parameter, K .

~be
Con-

sequent y, the applied stress,
crack shape and size, and the struc-
tural configuration associated with
structural components subjected to
this type of deformation affect the
value of the stress-intensity factor
(K ) but do not alter the stress-field
di~tribution ahead of the crack. Thus
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this analysis can be used for different
structural configurations as shown in
Figure A-2. Other crack geometries have
been analyzed for different structural
configurations and are published else-
where. In all cases, K1 is a function
of the nominal stress and the square
root of flaw size.

FIG. A-1. Elastic-Stress-Field Distri-
bution Abead of a Crack

7T-rTt

FIG. A-2. KI Values for Various Crack

Geometries



The material properties that are
a measure of the fracture resistance
li ewise have units of ksidinch (MN/
ms}2) but depend on the particular
material, loading rate, and constraint
as follows:

Kc = Critical stress-intensity
factor for static loading
and plane-stress conditions
of variable constraint.
Thus , this value depends on
specimen thickness.

‘Ic
= Critical stress-intensity

factor for static loadinq
and plane-strain conditions
of maximum constraint. Thus ,
this “alue is a minimum
value for thick plates.

‘ID = Critical stress-intensity
factor for dynamic (impact)
loading and plain-strain
conditions of maximum con-
straint.

Each of these values are also a
function of temperature for those steels
exhibiting a transition from brittle to
ductile behavior. For a given temper-
ate, generally KID<KIC<KC.

By knowing tbe critical value of
K1 at failure (Kc, K ,or K) fora
given steel of a par~?cular ~~ickness
and at a specific temperature and
loading rate, the designer can deter-
mine flaw sizes that ca” be tolerated
in structural members for a given de-
sign stress level. Conversely, he can
determine the design stress level that
can be safely used for a fla” size
that may be present in a structure.

As a general example, consider
the equation relating K to the applied
stress and flaw size fo~ a tbrougb-
thickness crack in a wide plate, that
is K1 = odwa. Assume that laboratory
test results show that for a partic”–
lar structural steel with a yield
strength of 80 ksi (552 MN/m ) the Kc
is 60 ksi/inch (66 MN/m3/2) at the
service temperature, loading rate, and
plate thickness used. Also assume
that the design stress is 20 ksi (138
MN/m2 ) . ~ubstitut ing K1=K ’60 ksi /inch
(66 MN/m’ 2) inta the appr~priate equa-
tion in Figure A-3, 2a=5.7 inches (145
m) . Thus for these conditions the
tolerable flaw size would be about 5.7
inches (145 mm) . For a design stress
of 45 ksi (310 MN/m2) , the same mater-
ial could only tolerate a flaw size,
2a, of .abcmt1.1 inches (27.9 nun). If
residual stresses such as may be due
to welding are present so that the
total stress in tbe vicinity of a crack
is 80 ksi ( 552 MN/m2) , the tolerable
flaw size is reduced considerably.
Note from Figure A-3 that if a tougher
steel is used, for example, one with

a Kc of 120 ksidincb (132 MN/m’/’ ) the
tolerable flaw sizes at all stress levels
are significantly increased. If the
toughness of a steel is sufficiently
high, brittle fx.actures will not occur
and failures under tensile loading can
occur only by general plastic yielding,
similar to tbe failure of a tension
test- specinwm. Fortunately, mast ship
steels have this high level of tough-
ness.

A useful analogy for the designer
is the relation between applied load
(P), nominal stress (o), and yield
stress (o ) in an unflawed structural

xmember, a d between applied load (P),
stress intensity (K1) , and critical
stress intensity for fracture (Kc, KIC,
or KID) in a structural member with a
flaw. In an unflawed structural member,
as the load is increased, the nominal
stress increases until an instability
(yielding at a ) occurs. As the load
is increased ix a structural member
with a flaw (or as the size of the flaw
grows by fatigue) , the stress intensity,
K, increases until an instability
($racture at K , K1 , K ) occurs. Thus
the K level i: a struc~~re should al-
ways ~e kept below the appropriate K
value in the same manner that the no%-
inal design stress (o) is kept below
the yield strength (Oy) .

Another analogy that may be useful
in understanding the fundamental as-
pects of fracture mechanics is the
comparison with the Euler column in-
stability. The stress level required
to cause instability in a column
(buckling) decreases as the L/r ratio
increases. Similarly, the stress level
required to cause instability (fracture)
in a fla”ed tension metier decreases as
the flaw size (a) increases. As the
stress level in either case approaches
the yield strength, both the Euler
analysis and the K analysis are in-
validated because ~f yielding. To pre-
vent buckling, the actual stress and
(L/r) ValUeS must be below the Euler
curve. To prevent fracture, the actual
stress and flaw size, a, must be below
the K line shown in Figure A-3. Ob-
vious~y, using a material with a high
lIWd of notch toughness (e.g. a/K
level of 120 ksi~inch (132 MN/m3 ‘y
compared with 60 ksidinch (66 MN/m3/2 )
in Figure A-3) will increase the possi-
ble combinations of design stress and
flaw size that a structure can tolerate
without fracturing.

The critical stress-intensity at
fracture (Kc, K or KID depending on
plate thickness~c~f a particular mater-
ial for a given temperature and loading
rate is related to the nominal stress
and flaw size as follows:

L
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K
c’ KIC’ 0= ‘ID

= c Oda

‘here ‘c’ ‘Ic ‘ ‘r ‘ID
=material toughness,
ksi/inch (MN/m3/’ )
at a particular
tenperakure, load-
ing rate, and
plate thickness

C =constant, function
of crack qeo~try

a =nominal stress
ksi (MN/m2)

a =flaw size, inches
(m)

Thus, the maximum flaw size a

structural member can tolerate at a
particular stress level is:

a . ~!sLE;::—0:–:Q ) 2

.

,,

FIG. A-3.

,., ,.0 6., 8..

,,..,,2,, . ,.,

Stress-Flaw Size Relation
for Through Thickness Crack

By knowing the particular relation be-
tween Kc, KIC, or K

*?’
o, axd flaw size,

a, for a given strut ure (tbe most wide–
lY used relations are shown in Figure
A-2) the engineer can analyze the
safety of a structure against fracture
in the following manner:

1) Obtain the values of K , K
and u at the serv~ce ~~;p~a-

‘lD
ture and ~oading rate for the mat-
erials being used in the structure.
Note that for a complete analysis
of welded structures, values for
the base metal, weld metal and heat-
affected zone should be obtained.
As noted in the main report, most
ship steels have toughness values
greater than can be measured by
existing ASTM test methods and thus
auxiliary test methods must be used

‘O.‘S?’mte ‘ID “a:ues.
Altho”’qb

th=s xs a very desirable condition
because it means most ship steels
a=e not brittle at service tempera–

2)

3)

tures, the determination of the
critical toughness values is quite
difficult.

Select the type of flaw that will
most likely exist in the member
being analyzed and the correspond-
ing K1 equation. Figure A-2 shows
the fracture mechanics models that
describe the most comurm types of
flaws occurring in structural mem-
bers. Complex shape flaws can ofter
be approximated by one of these
models. Additional equations to
analyze other crack geometries are
given in reference 16 of the text.

Plot the stress-flaw–size relation
using the appropriate K1 expression.

An example of this re2’atiOn between
stress, flaw size, and material tough–
ness is presented in Figure A-3. The
results of this stress-flaw size curve
can be used to establish design stress
levels and inspection requirements.
The following important conclusions
should be noted:

1)

2)

In regions of high residual stress,
where the actual stress can equal
the yield stress over a small reg-
ion, the critical crack size has to
be computed for u instead of the
design stress, u.y lf the material
(steel and weld metal) is suffi-
ciently tough, the critical crack
size at full yield stress loading
should be satisfactory. Under fati-
gue loading, the residual stresses
should decrease and the critical
crack becomes the value at the de-
sign stress. Note that the “crit-
ical crack size” in a structure is
a function of the stress le”el and
is not a single “alue for a partic-
ular material.

If the level of toughness of the

material is sufficiently high, any

crack which ~ initiate from a

weld in the presence of residual
stresses should arrest quickly as
soon as the crack propagates out
of the region of high residual
stress. However, the initial flaw
size for any subsequent fatigue
crack growth will be fairly large.

P-18 L----
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3) For design stress levels, check
the calculated critical crack
size. If it is larger them the
plate thickness, crack growth (by
fatigue) should lead to relaxation
of the constraint ahead of the
crack , i.e., plane-stress behav-
ior. For this case, the K
(critical plane-stress str~ss-in-
tensity factor) will be greater
than K

& ‘r ‘ID which is an
additl $al degree of conser”atisrn.

4) For steels with low-toughness
values and high design stress
levels, e.g. , design stress of
60 ksi (414 MN/m’) an~aKcof
60 ksi inch (66 MN/m3 2,,
Figure A-3, the steel could still
be used ~f the design stress is
reduced simifica”t~. However ,
use of structural steels with
low-tDughness levels requires
precise levels of total in.5p~c:
~ig~ of the structure and is not
considered ,Keasible for ships,,.

EFFECT OF TEMPEP.ATUR3 , LOADING RATE,
AND THICKNESS ON Kc, KIC, or KID

General

In principle, the application of
fracture mechanics in analysis of flaw-
ed members is straightforward, as shown
in the pre”ious examples . In rea~,
however , the application of fractwe
mechanics to analyze flawed metiers
depends on the engineer ha”ing specif-
ic information in the following areas:

1) stress Analysis of Cracks

The stress–intensity factor,
K~, has been established for
various crack geometries, and
can be approximated for other
geometries. Thus the applica-
tion of fracture mechanics
generally is not hampered by
the availability of stress-
intensity factors for various
shape cracks. The lW3St
commonly used stress-intensity
factors were sho”n in Figure
A-2.

2) Actual Flaw Sizes

The actual fla” size in a
structure is very difficult to
determine. Such factors as
quality of inspection, skill of
the inspector, a“ailable eq”ip-
ment, etc. , make the determina–
tion of actual flaw sizes in a
str”ctwe extremelv difficult.
From an ergineerin< viewpoi~t,---——
the designer must assume that,
the largest possible reasonable
size flaw can be present in —
regions of maximum stress unless
he has specific knowledge to
the contrary.

3) Crack-Toughness Values for Par–
titular Materials

As is well known, the inher-
ent crack toughness of most struc-
tural steels decreases with de–
creasing temperature and/or in-
creasing loading rate. In addi-
tion the notch toughness also de-
creases with increasing plate
thicknesses up to the limiting
“al”e of plane strain, K1 of
K Thus, before the en~ineer
c$~ “predict the fracture beha”-
ior of a particular structural
metier, “sing concepts of frac–
ture mechanics, he must know the
Kc value for the particular ser-
v~ce temperature and loading rate,
as well as member thickness.
Very little quantitative informa-
tion on the crack toughness of
ship steels currently exists, al-
though that which does exist in-
dicates that the toughness
levels of these steels are higher
than can be measured “sing exist-
ing ASTM Standardized Test Meth-
ods . Thus auxiliary test methods
are necessary to estimate the
crack-toughness levels of ship
steels.

Thickness Effects__

Ahead of a sharp crack, the later-
al constraint is such that through-
thickness stresses are present. Se-
cause these stresses must be zero at
each surface of a plate, the through-
thickness stresses are less for thin
plates compared with thick plates. For
very thick plates, a triaxial state-of-
stress occurs which reduces the appar-
ent ductility of the steel and the notch
toughness is reduced. This decrease
in notch tDughness is controlled by
the thickness of the plate, even tho”qh
the inherent metallurgical properties
of the material are unchanged. Thus
the notch to”,ghness (Kc! decreases for
thick plates compared w~th thinner
plates of the same material. This be-
havior is sho”n in Figure A-4 , for a
high strength maraging steel. For thick-
nesses greater than some value related
to the to”qhness and strength of indiv-
idual steels, maximum constraint occurs
and Plane strain (K ) behavior results.
.Con”erselY, as the $~ickness of the
plate is decreased (even thoug~_t~~
inherent metallurgical characteristics
Ff–lTe– ~;~~i—a~~– n~~–~%~>~~d~ vtT17a–––
notch-toughness Increases and pl.ane-
stress (Kc) beha”ior exists.

Figure A-5 shows the shear lips
on the surface of fracture test speci-
mens ha”ing different plate thicknesses.
The percentage of shear lips .?.scom-
pared with the total fracture surface
is a qualitative indication of notch
toughness . A small percentage of shear



lips as compared with the total frac-
ture surface is a qualitative indica-
tion of notch toughness. A small per-
centage of shear lip area indicates
a relative brittle behavior. A compar-
ison of the fracture surfaces in Figure
A-5 shows that thinner plates are more
resistant to brittle fracture than
thick plates. This fact is not new to
engineers, but the fact that a quanti -
~t~~e fracture mechanics analysis of
the phenomena can now be made ~ new.

m I ?lane stress!- ?hne strain

‘“:oL-Jz3!r 1)
m .N !4 ., ,.0 ,., ,.0 ,.,

mlmmss,,,,
2)

FIG. A-4. Effect of Thickness on K,.
Behavior

~emperature and Loading Rate __

In general, the crack toughness of
most steels decreases with decreasing
temperature and increasing loading rate.
Loading rate refers to the time it
takes to reach maximum load and for
nmst structures can vary from very slow
(essentially static fOr KIC) tO dynan-
ic (usually impact loading rates for

‘ID) “ Examples of this type behavior
for two ship steels, AsS-C and A517,
were presented in Figures 8 and 13.
Note that the same general behavior
exists for the K , CVN, and DT test
results (Figure i?) but that the rapid
increase in values occurs at different
temperatures because the tests are
conducted at different loading rates.
The actual loading rates fOr nmst
structures are generally between the
limits of “statig” loa~ing (strain rate
approximately 10 5 sec 1) and dynamic
or impact (strain rate approximately
10 see-1, . If specific information on
the loading rates of actual structures
can be obtained, an intermediate load-
ing rate (Figure 5) can be used to
analyze the fracture behavior. However,
intermediate loading-rate tests are
extremely expensive to conduct.

The salient features of the results
presented in Figures S, 13, and A-4
may be suunnarized as follows:

1.”1
-.,..”.-.

,.: -.::, ; . . ,;.,,:, ,, .,>

s: %..,+.,,..,.

.,’.

<

,,
,. ”.”

FIG. A-5. Effect of Specimen Thickness
Toughness as Determined

Increasing test temperature ~
creases the K , K
value at a pa?tic~?;r”;o~~~ng
—.—-

rate for most structural steels.

Increasing_ the loading rate de-
creases the critical K or KIC

“=lue ‘0 a ‘1P
value a~ a par-

t~cular tempe ature for most

(2-, 1 1/2-, 1-, and 1/2- inches) on
by Size of Shear Lips
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structural steels.

3) Increasing the thickness of the
plate of steel being investi-
gated decreases the Kc valm to
a lower bound KIC value, Figure
A-4.

STATIC VERSUS DYNAMIC CONDITIONS

Current methods of design and
fabrication are such that engineers
expect structures to be able to tol-
erate yield stress loading in tension
without failing. Tbe maximum allowable
flaw size in a member can be related
to the notch toughness and yield
strength as follow:

K, Or KID,
a . (~.-~c——–.

co )
Y

For conditions of maximum con-
straint (plane strain) , such as wodd
occur in thick plates or in regions
of high constraint, the flaw size be-
comes proportional to (K1c/o )2 , where
both K

3
and o should be me~sured at

the se $ice te~perature and loading
rate of the structure.

Thus the K /. ratio (or K /
o ~) becomes a g~~d ~ndex for mea;~ring
t~e relative toughness of Structural
material. Because for most structural
applications it is desirable that the
structure tolerate large flaws without
fract”xinq, the “se of materials with
high K1 /~” ratios is a desirable
Conditlgn. y

The question becmes , how high
must the K1c/o ratio for .5structural
material be toylnsure satisfactory per-
formance in complex “elded structures
such as ships, where complete initial
inspection for cracks and continuous
monitoring of crack growth throughout
the life of a structure are not always
possible, practical, or economical.

No simple answer exists because
the engineer must take into account
such factors as the design life of the
structures, consequences of a failure
in a Structural member, redundancy of
load path, probability of overloads
and fabrication and material cost.

. However, as described in the main re-
prt, fracture mechanics can pro”ide an’
enqineerinaapproach to rationally eval-

to minimize the possibility of plane-
Strain behai.ior). Therefore, the
K / D ratio for materials used in par-
t~~ul~r structure is one of the primary
controlling parameters that defines the

. ... ...

relative safety of a struct~e agairst
brittle fracture.

If a structure is loaded “slowly-
(-lO-’in/in/second) , tbe K1 /o ratio
is the controlling toughnesg p~?aueter
If, however, the structure is loaded
“rapidly” (-101 in/in/second or impact
loading) , tbe K /0 ratio is the con-
trolling parame+~r.yDDef initions a“d
test conditions for each of these ratios
is as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

K - critical plane-strain
s$$ess-intensity factor under
conditions of static loading as
described in ASTM Test Method
E-399 - Standard Method of Test
for Plane-Strain Fracture
Toughness of Metallic Materials.

a - Static tensile yield
s~~ength obtained in “slow”
tension test as described in
ASTM Test Method E-8 - Standard
Methcds of Tension Testing of
Metallic Materials.

‘$D
- Critical plane-strain

s ress-intensity factor as
measured by “dynamic” or “impact”
tests. The test specimen is
similar to a K
b“t is loaded t~p~?~. ‘p~;s
no standardized test procedure
but the general test method is
described elsewhere.

:yQe;q;~:i~s;f ,,::;~,,

tensi;n test at loading ;ates
comparable to those obtained in
K tests. Although extremely
d~~ficult to obtain, a good eng-
ineering approximation based on
experimental results of struc-
tural steels is:

+ 20 ksi
*yD = 5yS

As discussed in the main report,
tbe toughness of ship hull steels was
analyzed using KID/u values, bec?mse
ships can be sublect~~ to dynamic load-
ings. If ships are loaded at somewhat
lower loading rates, the use of K /

+~d0 D parameters to establish requl
tgughness levels is conservative.



Discussion

J. R. Cheshire, Member
Professor RolfeVs interesting’paper geD–

erally endorses the practices used by Lloyd,.
Register of Shipping since the early 1950’s
for the avoidance of failures in s brittle man-
ner of welded ships’ hulls. These include the
.s. of steels with moderate levels of notch
toughness, the use of crack arrestor str.akes,
careful consideration of design and adequate
control of workmanship.

In contrast with the practices of some
other Classification Societies, we have always
believed that it was essential to prove the
notch toughness of ship steels by suitable
acceptance tests and that, with the exception of
grade A steel, it was not satisfactory to rely
only on specifying chemical composition, de–
oxidation practice and heat treatment. Charpy
V–notch impact tests are used for acceptance
purposes and, in spite of the many criticisms

made of this type of test and the difficulties

in correlation with other, more sophisticated
forms of fracture toughness tests, service ex-

perience indicate. the Kcv test. are quit. .de-
q.aCe f.. q.ality control purposes at sceelworks.

Professor Rolfe suggests that variations
of plate thick”... within the range used i“
bull construction have a second order effect on
toughness behaviour .a”dthat the effects of load-
ing rate and notch acuity are more significant.
This is “ot in accordance with the practices

gene.ally adopted f., hull COnstru.ti.n and cOn-
flicts with the results of s“bst.%ttialresearch

p~ogra~e. carried uc in the u.K., notably by
the Welding Institute, which indicate that plate
thickness is one of the important primary fac–
tors in toughness behavio”r.

For the main stress regions of ships‘ hulls,
L.R. present practice for plate material is as
follows,-

‘Chick”es, Grade Notch To”Rhness

< 20.5 mm A’ No ,r.pSCt tests, ~ z 2.5

KCV of 27J at +20”C or
better is expected

20.5 to 25.5 nun B KCV 27J at O°C

P25.5 mm D KCV 47J at O°C

There has been very limited service ex-

perience of thicker g~ade D .teel and at p.esent
co”sideratio” is being given to a req”ixement for
tbe use of grade E steel Plates (273 at –40°C)
for main stress regions over, say, 35mm thick.

E of
It would appear from the table i“ Appendix

paper s$c/244that g~adeB steelw..ld

suffice to meet Professor Rolfe’s proposed cri-

criteria ‘ID > 0.9 at O°C but w. would hesitate
~% -

to allow the .s. of this grade of steel in
thicknesses over 25mm in .nai”stress regions.

Regarding the proposal for l?DT- 18°C,
this would exclude the “se of both grade A a“d
grade B steels as such a criteria could O“lY be
consistently met by grade E steel and by certain
types of grade D steel, i.e. when made using
fine-grain practice and supplied in the “or-
malised or controlled rolled conditions.

LCDR A, E. Henn, USCG, Visitor
1 would like to compliment the author on

his development of what 1 believe are rational
fracture control guidelines. His comhi.ati.n
of fracture mechanic., fracture c~ite~ia, and
fracture control provides another important
bridge between the areas of research and appli-
cation in the field of engineering.

1 have three comments, the first rather
general while the other two are somewhat more
specific in nature.

As 1 see it, the author has recommended
that the following be included in the rational
fracture control guidelines for welded steel
hulls:

a. All steels and weldments used in the
primary load carrying plate members in the main
stress regions have levels of absorbed energy
i“ a 5/8–inch dynamic tear sPe.ire...f 250 ft-
lbs or greater at 75°F (24-C);

b. All steels and weldments used i“ the

p~imary 1.ad carrying plate members in the
secondary $tress regions must have a NDT of
equal to or less than 20°F (-7”c); a“d

c. crack arresters made from steels wicb
a very high notch toughness.

‘Cbi$appears to be the first complete set
of fracture control guidelines for welded steel
hulls that is based o“ fracture mechanics. 1
feel the guidelines have bee” developed in a
manner which is consistent with the approaches
used by other segments of industry. These
guidelines, which exceed Coast Guard req.ire-

me.t,, provide the methOd.1.gy tO apply the
results of research in fracture mechanics to the
design of welded steel hulls. Using the metho-
dology, a designer c.” make his w“ fracture
control evaluatia”s of a welded steel hull or
variations in the design of a hull. As with
any new set of guidelines, it ‘behoovesus to
consider carefully the assumptions and resulting
criteria. 1 believe that the ass”mpticms con-
cerning the loading rate a“d design temperature
of welded steel hulls are two areas which will
need further consider.%tie”.

The second comment deals with the design
service temperattire. A design service tempera-
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t... of 32°F (OaC) my be reasonable for general
cargo and tank vessels. However, 1 agree with
the authorthatfor specialapplications,such
as ice breakers and certain vessels carrying
cryogenic cargoes, special consideration should
be given to tbe service temperature. As an
example, the CLm8t Guard specifies the follow-
ing ambient design temperatures far the co”-
tig.o.s bull structure of “m? liquefied gas car-
riers that have a cargo containment system re-
quiring a secondary barrier:

Lower 48 States

Air (at 5 knots): O-F (.180c)
sea Wace. : 32°F (O”C)

a

.iir(.C 5 knots).: -20”F(-29”C)
sea water , +28°F (-2-C)

Also, tbe Coast Guard requires crack arresters
i“ the deck stringer, sheer strake, and bilge
strake. The mi”imvmnacceptable grades are
Grade E steel for the deck stringer and the
sheer strake a“d Grades D or E for tbe bilge
strake.

My third and final comment pertains to the
tonghness test of a COClpOSiteweldment. For a
designer to use the guidelines i“ e“aluati”g
the primary load carrying plate members i“ the
main stxcs.s region, he needs to know the ab-
sorbed energy in a 5/8 - inch dynamic tear
specimen at a specified temperature for each
steel and weldmemt selected. For most steels
and weldme”cs this information is probably “ot
readily accessible to the designer. There is
another consideration. The dynamic tear test
is a tentatively accepted ASTM standard for
the base Plate a“d weld metal. Although, tbe
test is “ot being used to e“aluate the cou&hness
of the heat-affected z.”. of veldments, it app-

ears the tesZ .O.ld he .sed f.. that p.~e.se.
This would require a test program to verify
the suitability of the dynamic tear specimen
far evaluating the tough”.,, of the heat.
affected zone and to standardize the tesring
procedure. With regard to the testing prace-
dure, the author b.. suggested that the tip of
the notch of the dy”smic tear specimen be
placed in the cencer of the heat..affectedz.”..
This sbo.ld result in some average toughness
V.I.. for the heat-affected zone. However, to
determine the area of the he~t-affected ..”.
which has undergone the greatest red.ctio” in
toughness due to welding, it seems that at
least two dynamic tears specimens will be
needed at two or more locations (i.e. 2mm,
5mm a“d 8mn from the fusion line)

This .On.ludes mY co~ent.. Again 1 would
like to compliment the author .. his excellent

paper and express my thank. for a. Oep..E.nity
to offer comments.

E“ge”e A, Lange, Visitor
This paper presents a much needed analyeis

for the control of fracture in ships. It is
becoming more a“d nor. embarrassing co write ..
talk on fracture mechanics technology and n..
as illustrations the two broken tankers, one a
T-2 that broke i“ 1943 a“d o“. a barge type
that broke in 1972, a“d call the illustration,
‘>Thirty years ot Engineering Progress. ,3 The
economics of ship co.str”czion may have j“sti-

fied the minimal corrective measures with re-
spect to fracture in ships that have bee” taken
during the past 30 years, b“t as Dr. Rolfe p.ai”cs
out, ~he measures taken in design refinement
have not been sufficient to preclude catastrophic
fractures. The big question is how much will it
cost to have a more fracture resistant steel in
the critical regions.of a ship. The ec.a”omic
fa~tors will change as improved steels are made
more avail~ble at a nominal premium. However,
even with a premium of 10% on the price of tbe
steel that is to be used i“ the 20% of a ship
that is considered critical, the o“erall cost
of cbe nat.,-ialsfor the ship should not increase
more tba” L% or 2%, a small increnra”tin cost
to precl,,,. fracture.

Dr. Rolfe’s justification for cne use of
dynamic criteria should be expanded “PO”. Cer-
tainly, tbe etatic fracture to”gbness properties
of the conventional steels used for ship.,
bridges, pressure ves.els, etc., control tbe

performance of most structures i“ service.
However, if a local condition develops a“d a
small crack pops in, then the dynamic proper–
ties of tbe steel control tbe performance of
the structure e“en though the “cmi”al loads are
static or p?.eudostatic,

Dr. Rolfe points out thst tbe criteria for
the fracture resistance of steels for bridges
are based upon an “intermediate loading rate,,,
a“d vbile most bridges stay “p, some do have
costly fractures that would not have been

~f;l~~ even with the current criterion,
In Ref. 1, Mr. Harry Czyzewski re-

ported on a fracture that o.c”rr,d in 1971 that
led to repair costs of S5 million for a bridge
in Portland, Oregon, and the redesign of three
others. That amount of money would have paid
the premi”tno“ rhe sreel i“ the critical melu-
bers of quite a few bridges. 1“ the report,
Ref. 1, be painted our that the “ew require-
ments for the replacement steel .,?.sa Charpy V-
notch value of 1S ft-lb (20.4 J) to be met at
40”F (4.4-C) which is intended to preclude frac-
ture down to O°F (–18-C). However, the data
cited for tbe steel in the girder that failed ac
35°F (1.6”C) “,,. i“ ft-lb (J); 31 (42.3),
33.2 (45.2), 15.5 (21.1), 24 (32.6), 16.5
(22.4) at 40°F (4.4”C). It is apparent that
steel that was involved i“ the fractured girders
would ba.vepassed the mew criterion, obviously
a fracture toughness criterion based upon an
intermediate loading rate does not reliably pro-
tect a welded steel struct”r. from catastrophic
fracture. Therefore, a ~ fracture tough-
ness criterion io not considered ‘,conservativeff
if the performance of the steel i“ a structure
must he certified. Tbe importance of a dynamic
criterion was first doc.me”ted in tbe analysis
of the massive anwu”t of service data on !4w11
ships.

One of the earliest reports on the .s. of
the Drop–weight NDT test in the analysis of NW
11 ship fracc”res was by Puzak, Babecki, a“d
Pellini in 1958, Ref. 2. Over the years this
analysis has been refined a“d Pelli”i published
an updated version that introduced linear
elastic fracture uech.aaicsto the analysis i“
1973, Ref. 3. Mr. Pelli”i points out that ship
fra.t”res initiated a“d totaled the ship when
the fracture resistance of the steel was 1.ss
than 0.5 KIDITyd (< NDT Cenpera.t”re),but only
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Partial fra.tu.es occurred when there was a high

probability Chat the crack T:culd run into a plate
havinga fractureresistanceabove0.9 K /.ID yd
It would thus ,Pp,~,that Dr. Rolfe,s proposed
criterionis based upon serviceexperience.

In order to have steelplatesmeet the Pro-
posedRolfe criterion,a recentstudyby Haw-
thorneand Loss has shown thatcmvention.1 ship
steelswouldhave to be givena normalizedheat
treatment,Ref. 4. There are other techniques
for refiningthe grainsize of steelsto de-
creasethe temperatureof the tr.msitianregion,
suchas micraalloyingplus controlledrolling.
These metallurgical techniques have bee” used
recently to develop steels for arctic pipeline
use. If it prove. economical to use these steels
for ship construction, this could significantly
expand the flexibility of ship design because
the “ew steels have higher yield strength, good
weldability, and improved fracture toughness
characteristics.
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1. L. Stern, Visitor
The author is to be complimented on a paper

which pres’e”tsa losical approach toward the
analysis of fracture characteristics of hull
steels. The value of the work is indicated by
the fact that the SSC-244 report, from which
the paper is derived, has led to several addi-
tional onsoing SSC projects intended to amplify
a“d pursue the subject. However, to fully
appreciate the paper, consideration should be
Siven to its content from the broad shipbuilding
aspect, i“ addition co the materials aspect
emphasized therein. Since a detailed analysis
along these Ii”es would represent another paper,
1 will co”fi”e my remarks to brief comment of
some pertinent points of such consideration.

1“ regard to the disc”ssicm of the general

problem of brittle fracture in ships, sreater
emphasis should be given to the excellent serv-
ice history of welded steel ships rather than
isolated instances of service failures, which
have been 10.s since corrected by appropriate
modifications in desisn or material specifica-
tions. In addition, while the importance of
design and fabrication aspects is mentioned,
the sreat i“fl”e”ce that these items ha”e on
the overall performance of a ship in regard to
brittle fracture is “ot Siven.proper emphasis.

For example, i“ illustrating that brittle
fractures are still occurring in ships, Boyd
is referenced as a reporter of t.” brittle frac-

ture failures between 1960 and 1965. However,
Boyd (1) in 1970 reports the followi”s serv–
ice experience for the year. 1949 - 1963:

(1) Brittle Frac.ure in bteel Structures -
G. M. Royal1970, Butterw.rth & C,., L:nd.n

Tankers Dry carp,.

Average No. i“ Cmmnissi.on 2,431 8,404
(over 25OO t.n)

Asgregate Y..rs .f service 36,467 126,070
No. broken in t“. 15 5
Prc-War built
War built (40-45) : 4
Post War built 4* 1

* (l-1946; 1.19Ls; 2.19,!; !.195z)

The record for dry cargo ships would not
suggest a need for concern of a fracture prob-
lem with hull steels i“ “se i“ 1963; the prob-
lem should he of even lesser concern today, i“
view of the fact that since 1963 steels of
superior “etch toushness such as ABS Grades E
and CS have been made available to provide for
locations where the need for toushness is of
particular co”cer”. The somewhat higher fre-

q.ency of fract.r.s noted for tankers in the
.abo”etable indicates the importance of design
and service in assessment of o“erall fracture
ccmsideratio”s. lt is well to note that the
latest fracture reported hy Bovd for the tankers ;
occurred in 1952, 11 years before the end of the
reporting period, and that since that time,
improvements thrcwgh modifications of the com-

position. of ship steels have been effected.
The introduction of these improved steels he.
reduced the freq”e”cy of “.isa”ce cracks ap-
preciably. With current materials a“d techno-
logy the rare occurrence of a fracture is more
likely to be attributable to a design detail or
from improper fabrication, rather than a basic
material deficiency; the solution of the prob-
lem is usually effected by a nmdificatio” of
ales.is” or fabrication practice.

The paper recommends that the “se of a

Dynamic Tear (DT) .riCerion in addition to the
Drop Weight (DWT) test and indicates the former
is necessary for eliminating the possibility of
low-enersy shear. However, as is noted i“ the

paper, l.w-enersy shear does not occur in low-
strength steels but is sometimes found i“
steels approximating yield strensths of 100,000
psi or higher. The necessity of imposing the
DT requireme”c an the ordl”ary and higher
strensth hull steel., 51,000 1’.s.a“d lower is
“ot apparent, especially since the absence of
lowe”ersy sbe.arin these steels has bee” well
docunw”ted.

In the paper, the author recos”izes that
a realistic fracture control plan must Cake
.Co”omic considerations into accmmt, and ..”.
seque”tly develops a plan which provides for
steels with moderate levels of notch to.sh”ess.

with the Propo.ed .~ite.ia, possibility of
brittle fracture is ui”irmizedb“t not elini”ated;
the we of “cry tough steels which would elimi-

.

“ate brittle fracture is indicated as economi-
cally mfeasibk. The unanswered question re-
uaini”g is the quantitative estimate of the
reduced possibility of catastrophic failures
that would be effected by use of the proposed
material guide Ii”es, and/or crack arrest.r
systems.
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The paper indicatesthat sincedynamic
loadinghas been assumed,the proposedcriteria
are on the conservativeside and that the serv-
ice historyof weldedsteelshipshas been ex-
cellent. It alsostatesthat the proposed
criteriacouldbe relaxedif slowerloading
ratesare assumed. Furtherexplorationof this
pointwould clarifythe relationshipof the pro–
posedstandardsto currenthull steel require–
ments. Such explorationmay possiblylead to
the conclusionthat the proposedcriteriaare
representativeof a conservativelimit;the
hullsteelgradesoftheWorldWarIIsteels
maywellrepresentthelimitingboundaryfor
thelowesttoughnesslevelswhichcouldprovide
satisfactoryservicewithcloseattentionto
deisgndetail,andhullsteelsincurrentuse
maywellrepresenttheoptimumcompromise.
Furtherclarificationofthisaspectmightbe
expecteduponthecompletionoftheSSCpro-
gramsderivedfromthesubjectpaper,whichare
concernedwithloadingrateeffectsandassess-
mentofthesuitabilityoftheproposedrequire-
ments.

Anoverallcommentpertinenttothesubject
paper,aswellasotherrelatedpapersconcerned
withbrittlefractureofshipsteelsis thefail-
uretogiveappropriateemphasisandconsidera–
tiontothefactthatinallbutveryexceptional
circumstances,a fractureina shipplateis
arrestedwithinthestructureduringservice,
andisrepairedattheappropriateopportunity,
wellbeforea catastrophicfailureoccurs.In
manycasesthesecracksmaybeseveralfeetlong,
farinexcessofthecriticalcracklengths
estimatedonthebasisoffracturemechanics.
Analysisoftheconditionsandreasonswhy
catastrophicfailuresdonotoccurinthese
instancesandfurtherdevelopmentoftheory
whichwouldexplainthemechanicsbywhichrela-
tivelylongcracksarearrested,couldprovide
a newinsightintotherelationshipsofthe
fracturemechanicsprinciplesdescribedinthe
papertoactualserviceperformance.

Ingeneral,iftheassumptionsandtheory
uponwhichtheproposedcriteriaarebasedwere
valid,we shouldbeexperiencinga fargreater
frequencyofcatastrophicshipfailures.The
factisthata catastrophicbrittleshipfail-
ureisofsuchraritythat,ifitoccurs,often
leadstoheadlinesandinvestigations.In
mostinstances,design,fabrication,orservice
factorshavebeenmoreinfluer.tialthannaterial.
Inviewofthisfact,theauthor’sindication
thattheproposedcriteriaareontheconserva-
tivesideappearsvalid;thekeyquestionis
thedegreetowhichtheproposedtheoryshould
bemodifiedandproposedcriteriarelaxedto
reflectserviceperformance.Ifthisrelation-
shipcouldbeestablished,thentheapproach
describedhereinshouldbeparticularlyuseful
indeterminingsuitabilityforintendedservice
fornewhullsteelsorapplicationsforwhich
adequateserviceexperiencefordeterminingsuit-
abilityisnotavailable,

Inregardtotheabove,itwouldbelogi–
caltoestablishasa baselineofacceptability,
theordinaryandhigherstrength(to51,000psi
yield)steelswhicharecurrentlyusedand
specifiedinternationallybyallShipClassifica-
Societies.Theextensivebackgroundofre-
searchwiththesesteelsandtheprolonged
satisfactoryserviceexperiencedemonstrated

underthewidevarietyofconditionsencountered
ininternationalshipping,attesttotheir
suitability.Whenusedinapplicationsandship
locationsspecifiedbyapplicableClassification
SocietyRules,thesesteelsaredesignedtopro-
videa levelofreliabilitywhichhasearned
internationalacceptance.Ifthoseconcerned,
suchasregulatorybodies,Classification
Societies,shipoperatorsorunderwritersthought
otherwise,thenmodificationofcurrentlyac–
ceptedsteelrequirementswouldhavebeenmade.

Reconsiderationoftheassumptionsofthe
fracturemechanicsanalysisuponwhichthe
criteriaare based,whichwouldtakeintoac-
counttheabove,couldindicatetheextentto
whichthecriteriainthepaperareconservative
andleadtomodifiedrequirementswhichare
morerepresentativeofserviceexperience.

F.H. Sterne,Jr..Visitor
Dr.Rolfe’sinitialeffortistobecom–

mendedasitcontributestotheextensionof
fracturemechanicsintotherealmofshipsteels.

Severalassumptionsmadeinthepapercer–
tainlybiasedtheconclusionstowardthecon-
servativeside,astheauthorstatesclearly.
Theseare:

(1) AssumingDynamicLoading
(2) Assumingthata KID/y.s.ratioof0.9

at32°Fisnecessarytoavoidbrittlefailure
At thesametime,questionsareraisedthat
pointthewayforfutureresearchtheseinclude:

(1) Acutalloadingratesexperiencedina
varietyofseastatesbya representativegroup
ofships.

(2) Analysisoftheloadingrates,in
highstressareas,astheyapplytothefracture
mechanicsapproachusedbytheauthor.

(3) Theneedtoestablishtheeffectof
loadingrateonthefracturetoughnessofa
varietyofshiphullsteels,rangingfromthe
ordinarystrengthtothehigherstrength(H
Grades)andparticularlythehigheststrength
quenchedandtempergradesgainingincreasing
useinships,ofthe60-100KSIyieldstrength
rnage.

(4) Theneedtoassessthefracturetough-
nessofthepreviouslynotedsteelsinthewelded
form,includinga varietyofweldingprocesses
andtechniques.

Itwouldberemissforthisreviewerto
maketheprevioussuggestionsforfuturere–
searchwithoutnotingthattheshipstructure
committeeispresentlyembarkingupontwo
programstoinvestigatebothloadingrateef-
fectsonsteelandtoextendDr.Rolfe’s
fracturemechanicsworktoa broaderrangeof
steelgrades,including,I believe,weldments,

Theeconomiceffectofapplyingtheauthor’s
conclusionstoactualshipdesignsisonearea
ofconcerntothisreviewer,andneedstobe
examinedfurther.

Finally,wemustbecarefultoreviewDr.
Rolfe’scriteriainlightofthesuccesswhich
hasbeenexperiencedintheapplicationofABS
andotherClassificationSocieties’rules.The
workperformedanddescribedisaninitialand
importantstepingaininga betterunderstand-
ingofhowfracturemechanicscanbe usedto
improvethefracturesafedesignofships.
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P. R. Christopher, Visitor
Professor Rolfe states “.>P. 11 that thick-

ness has a second.order effect cm toughness
behavior in the transition temperature region
compared with the first-order effects of load–
ing rate and notch acuity. From the D. W. ‘r.

graphs sh.wn i. Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure
13,it might be supposed that the thickness ef-
fect is small although the temperature scale
used, perhaps, disguises the fact that there is
some definit. increase in tans ition tempera-
Cure which might be crucial 1. a give. steel for
a particular application. Certainly guidance
notes for offshore steel properties in the U. K.

make a distinction between plates above a“d be-

low 1“ thlck”ess. Indeed it is recmmne”ded that
above 1-1/2s9thickness stress relieving should
be applied to important structure.

Certainly the statement that for Plate. less
than 2“ thickness, the effects of specimen thick–
ness can be ignored seem. wrong. This raises
the important q.estio”, in relation to any test,
of tbe scatter that might be expected in results
obtained from plate to plate, and within a plate
and whether or not this is greater within the
transition range. The results give” for the
DWT tests i“ Figure 11 - 13, for instance, may
not be a true average particularly since, i“
the transition range, there may be more than
o“. arrest a“d restart of fracture. It also
raises the q.estio. as to what strain rate is
repre,semtativeof a particular application a“d

whether or “ot impact tests are really neces–
earj’since servo-hydraulic machines mey Well be
capable of simulating the strain rates applied
in many service applications.

1 make these remarks because it is impar-
ta.ntto be quite clear on this question of thick-
ness in the O - 4“ range since it is just this
ran~e which inzerests .s most in offshore ap-
plications. Surely it was when thickness be–
g.n t. exceed about 1’<that brittle fracture
stanted to be a worry?

With respect to ship fractures 1 think the
1972 failure which Professor R.lfe described
is very important. Even though it may be an
isolated case 1 think that there may be much to
be learned from it.

1 was very interested i“ Professor Rolfe,s
idea of .si”g a“ ,,1,,bean as a crack .I....re..
the cop face being butt welded into the plating.
One wonders if he has carried out any investiga-
Cio”s of this idea: it is not clearwhy the
crack should “ot pass through the top face
leaving the structure held together by . rather
flimsy stri”cer.

Author,. C1OSUX,

First, 1 would like to thank the various
disc.ssors for their comments. structural
research is of little value to the profession
.“1.ss ic leads to improvements in the overall
“nderstandi”g of the behavior and design .f
ship hull structure. a“d cercai”ly a“ inter-
mediate step in this process is the interchs”ge
of ideas and discusaio”s such as the foregoing
ones

Mr. Cheshire of Zloyti,s F.egiscerC: Slipping
is correct in poi”tit>gouc tbc.uscfulne.s of the

Charpy V-notch impact test in quality control.
The Charpy test has served engineers quite well
a“d will be with .s for some time.

The dynamic fracture criteriadescribed
in the paper is such thatexistingABS-st’aels
probablywill justmeet themmost of the time.
Howe”’?,, to “eet them consistently 0“ a guaX-
a“teed mi”im”m basis of performance, it would
probably be necessary to modify processing prac-
tices (e.g., use normalized steel plates). With
the general trend to probabilistic analysis
and design, specification of materials on a
probabilistic basis of material properties
rather than guaranteed minimums may be very
feasible and might result in a more realistic
“se of the dynamic criterion.

Plate thickness is important in defining
constraint. lkwrever,compered with the shift
i“ tra”sitio” behavior due to loading rate (.P
to 160”F), the shift i“ tr.mwitio” temperature
between l-in. a“d 2-i”. thick specimens is
secondary, i.e., an tbe order of 30-40”F.

A. LCDR Herm, USGG correctly notes, the

proposed f~a.tu~e c~iCeria do exceed existing
Coast Guard requirements. Furthermore he i.
correct i“ stating that fracture mechanics pro-
vides a methodology to make fracture criterion
more or less severe th.a”that described in the

paper, based .. service conditions other than
those described in the paper. 1 agree that the
loading rate .assurnptio”is crucial and that addi-
tional i“formatio” is needed.

Regarding the need for crack arrestors, an
interesting design is the use of WF shapes
rather than plates. Structural shapes of
steels with good notch toughness could have
excellent properties because of the directional
working during rolling. Also the mechanical
co”str.int of the WF section should provide
considerable arrest capability. 1 agree with
Commander He”n’s statement that additional
work on toughness tes,ts of weldments is needed
and certainly the experience with the Charpy
v-notch impact test should not be discarded
li~htly.

Mr. Lange of the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL) q“estio”s our engineering progress d“r-
i,,g the past 30 pears. 1 believe that the
shipb”ildi”g industry has indeed made consider-
able progress since the early ship failures that
acc”rred in world War 11. Our “ndersca”di”g
is better, the safety ?.”dreliability is much
better, and the frequency of failures i. con-
siderably less. Much of the success i“ this

p~og~ess iS indeed due t. the l.ng-.tanding
contributions that the Naval Research Labora-
tory, led by Bill Pelli”i, has made in the field
of notch toughness testing of structural steel..
Considerable improvements have been made i>
design, fabrication, and materials since the
World War 11 ships and the recent brittle
fracture of the barge that occurred i. 1972
apparently was primarily a problem in operations,
rather than these other factors.

‘rbeconcept of a small crack pop-in leading
to a dynamic stress field i“ statically
loaded structures has long been a point of con-
siderable debate anm”g engineers. Perhaps it
is easier to think of larger stiffeners, gusset
plates, or other secondary members failing
.“der overload, leading to a large dynamic
stress field rather than the s“dde” pop-i” of a
small micr..ra.k lcm+dingtc a dy,,,uni.stress

I
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field. Pos8ib1e failure of . secondary member
leading to a dynamic stress field emphasizes
the point that design of secondary members or

stiffeners is g “just 3 detail,,,but ,ather
is a very important part of the overall design
of the structure and can be as important as
the design of tbe primary load-carryingmembers.
Because of the importance of details i“ a

fracture–resistantdesign, there appears to be
a definite need for a “cetalog.ing” of the
relative severity of typical ship details, i“
the same manner that the bridge industry has
do”, for bridge details.

Reference was made to the use of a“ inter-
mediate loading rate in the development of the
AASHTO material toughness specifications for
bridge steels and that these specifications,
adapted in 1973, would not have prevented the
fracture that occurred i“ the Fremont Bridge
i“ Oregon. A complete analysis of that frac-
ture is beyond the scope of this discussion.
However, it should he “ated that if the steel
had bee” tested in the same orientation as it

was loaded i. the structure, namely the tran..
verse direction, the test results would not
have met the AASHTO requfre,ne”ts. The t..”,.
verse CVN impactpropertyvalueswere: 8.8,
12.5,10.0,6.5, md 6.5 ft. lbs, and thus did
not meet tk,e15 ft. lh. requirement. AC the Same
temperature. the Ion,qit.di”alvalues, which
were “at in the primary loading direction, were
31, 33.2, 15.5, 24, and 16.5 ft. lb.. AS is
often the case, other factors besides material
toughness were involved in this fracture.

SPecifically, the particularly severe stress
concentration, and the .s. of very thick
plates that were rolled lo”git.dir,ally,cut
transversely, a“d then loaded tra”$versely
definitely contributed to this fracture.

The K fc-ID ~d 2 0.9 ratio proposed . . .

Wn.mf. ..iteri.n for welded ship hull steel.
agrees with the NRL yield criterion (Y.C.)
a“d is a conservative dy”mnic criterion to

provide a specific level of dynamic toughness.
Designers, fabricators, and operators ~
have a responsibility for the safety a“d re-

liability of structures. A realistic con...”
is that if material requirements become too
conservative, designers will not pay proper
attention to these other factors, which are
.1s. very important i“ a total Fracture Control
Plan.

Mr. 1. L. St..” of the America” Burean of
Shipping is correct in bis statement that
existing experience for ship hulls is excellent
and this fact should be emphasized. Material,,
design, fabrication, inspection, a“d operation
are .11 important i“ the overall safety and .
reliability of ship hull structure.. The
reason that more emphasis is usually given to
the role of notch toughness of materials as
a factor affecting brittle fracture rather than
the role of design, fabrication, inspection,
and opera.cio” is that few designers appear
to be really interested in the importance of
structural details. Thus some toughness 1,”,1
is desired to compensate for possible fabrica-
tion or design errors. This i.a“ot .lwaY.
the most eco”.mnicalor e“en the most desirable
solution but is .“. that is widely used. A
large need is to “catalog” the severity of
tYP*cal details -– similar to the way AISC h,,

cataloged bridge details so that the severiry
of certain details is established.

In respo”.seto another quescio” by Hr. 1.L.
Stern, 1 would agree that low-energy shear is
really “ot a problem with low-strength steels
and that while desirable for completeness of the
criterion, the DT requirement may “ot be
necessary for low-strength steels.

As indicated i“ the paper, the theoreci..al
crack size, a for low-stress levels can beC.,
se”er.alfeet long, in fact, i“ some cases semi-
infinite. A fracttiremechanics analysis is
somewhat ntea”inglessin this case, in the
same manner that a“ Euler buckling analysis that
results i“ a critical buckling stress much
larger (for very small~/~) than the yield
strength is mea”ir,gle.s. In both cases, other
modes of failure control the beh.a”iorbut the
concepts of both these analyses are used to
insure that failures do “ot occur by these

Parric.lar modes of failure.
1 would also agree that if .11 structures

were loaded dynamically, we might be exper-
iencing a far greater frequency of catastrophic
ship failures than we are. The same staceme”t

...ld be made for bridges, leading to the co”-

.Iusion that the loading rate shift may well
explain why me”y ships a“d bridges perform very
satisfactorily at temperatures below their

dynamic NDT temperature.
Mr. R. H. Stern. of Luke”. Steel raises a

W-tin %wrdiw the ..sumption of a dynamic
loading rate. Certainly, es a starting point,
dynamic loading sh.uld be assumed until a
better .ndersta”di”g of the implications of
this ass”mptio” are understood, and this was
what was done in the Ship Structure Committee
(SSC) research. However, in view o’fthe excel–
lent ser”ice experience of ship .sceels,the
need far this .ase.mptio”certainly b.asa right
to be questioned, although all str”ct”ral
steels should have some ninim”m (moderate)
level of “etch toughness. Additional work is
necessary to determine what the optimum trade-
off between safe, reliable material behavior
and economics actually is.

As Mr. Sterne has noted, the Ship Str.ct”re
Committee is conducting research cm:

.. loading rates for ship steels a“d
b. a study of the adequacy of the dynamic

criterion.
One additional program which should be

recommended to tbe SSC is a study and c.at.alogu-
i“g of the severity of typical design details,
both from a fracture as well as a fatigue
viewpoint. If the designer had some i“dlcation
during the design stage of just how deleterious
certain details are, they could be elini”ated.
AISC has done this far various bridge details .
and the allowable fatigue stress range is
decreased as the se”erity of the detail is
increased

M.. Christopher of the Naval Construction
Research Establishment of the United Kingdom

Points out that thickness is important and 1
agree with his statement. However, it is “.t

,

as sig”ifica”t as the loading rate shift for
thickness up to 2–i”cbes. For thicknesses
greater than 2-inches, 1 agree that mmmtr.ai”t
becomee increasingly more important. scatter
i“ material properties certainly is a fact of
life that must be dealt with. The general move
toward probabilistic design may provide a
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better solution to this situation than the

p.e.ent use of guaranteed minimum values.
on.. again, 1 would like to thankthe

reviewersfor theirinterestas shownby their
pertinentdiscussions.Thank y...
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Discussion

J R. Cheshire, Member
Professor Rolfers interesting paper gen-

erally endorses the Prattices used by Lloyd,s
Register of Shipping since the early 1950’s
for the avoidance of failures in a brittle man-
ner of welded ships’ hulls. These include the
use of steels with moderate levels of notch
toughness, the use of crack arrestor s.tr.skes,
careful consideration of design and adequate
control of workmanship.

ln contrast with the practice. of some
other Classification Societies, we have always
believed that it was essential to prove the
notch toughness of ship steels by suit.shle
acceptance test. and that, with the exception of
grade A steel, it was not satisfactory to rely
only on specifying chemical compositi.”, de-
oxidation practice and heat treatment. Charpy
V–notch impact tests are used for acceptance

purpo.es and, in spice of the ~ny crft<ci.~
made of this type of test and the difficulties
in correlation with other, more sophisticated
forms of fracture to.gh”ess tests, service ex-

perience indicate. the KCv tests are quite ade-
quate for quality control purposes at steelworks.

Professor Rolfe suggests that variations
of plate thickness within the range used in
hull construction have a second order effect o“
to.gh”ess behaviour a“d that the effects of load-
ing rate .a”d“etch acuity are more significant.
This is not i“ accordance with the practices

8enera11y adopted for hull .onst~u.ti.. and CCXI-
flicts with the results of substantial research
pwra~es carried OUt in the U.K., norably hy
the Welding Institute, “hich indicate that plate
thickness is one of the important primary fac-
tors in Lough”es. behavicnu.

For the rnai”stress regions of ships’ hulls,
L.R. present practice for plate material is as
follows:-

Thick”ess Grade Notch Tough”,,,

<20.5 m A NO impacttests, $ z 2.5

KCV of 27J at +20”C or
better is expected

20.5 to 25.5 mm B KCV 27J at O°C

>25.5 mm D KCV 47J at O“C

There has bee” very limited service ex-
perience of thicker grade D steel a“d at prese”c
consideration is being given to a requirement for
the use of grade E steel plates (27J at -40”C)
for main stress regions over, say, 35mm thick.

IC would appear from the table in Appendix

E of paper SSC/244 that grade B steel would

suffice to meet Professor Kolfe’s proposed cri-

criteria ‘ID > 0.9 at O°C but we would hesitate
c= -

to allow the use of this grade of steel in
chfckne.ssesover 25m in main stress regions.

Regarding the proposal for NDT - 18-C,
this would exclude the use of both grade A and
grade B steels as such a criteria could .nlY be
consistently met by grade E steel.md by certain
types of grade D steel,i.e.when made using
fine-grain practice and supplied i“ the nor-
malised or controlled rolled conditions.

LCDK A. E. Eenn, USCG, visitor
1 would like to compliment the author on

his development of what 1 believe are rational
fractme control guidelines. His combi”ation
of fracture mechanics, fracture criteria, and
frac’mre control provides another important
bridge between the areas of research and appli-
cation in the field of engineering,

1 have three comments, the first rather
general while the other two are somewhat more
specific in nature.

As 1 see it, the .Whor has recommended
that the following be included in Zhe rational
fracture control guidelines for welded steel
hulls:

a. All steels and veldments used in the
primary load carrying plate members in the main
stress re,io”s h~”e 1,”,1s of absorbed energy
i“ a 5/8-~nch dynamic tear specimen of 250 ft-
lbs or greater at 75°F (24°C);

b. All steels a“d we1dment8 used in the

wimw l..d CWYin8 plate members in the
secondary stress regions must have a NDT of
equal to or less than 20” F (-7”C); and

. . Crack arresters made from steels with
a very high notch toughness.

This appears to be the first complete set
of fracture control guidelines for welded steel
hulls that is based an fracture mechanics. 1
feel the g“ideli”es have been developed in a
manner which is consistent with the approaches
used by other eegments of industry. These
guidelines, which exceed Coast Guard require-

ment,, provide the methodolOgY to applY the
results of research in fracture mechanics to the
design of welded steel hulls. Using the metho-
dology, a designer can make his .“” fra.t”re
control eval”atio”s of a welded steel hull or
variations in the design of a hull. As with
any new set of g“idelimas, it behoove. us to .

consider carefully the assumptions and resulting
criteria. 1 believe that the assumptions cm”-
cerning the loading rate and design temperature
of welded steel hulls are two areas which will
need further consideration.

The second comment deals with the design
ser”ice remperat”re. A design service tempera-
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t...of 32-F [O-c)may be ~easo.ablef., gene~.1
cargoand tcmk vesseLs. However, 1 agree with
the author that for special applications, such
as ice breakers and certain vessel. carrying
cryogenic cargoes, special consideration should
be given to the service temperature. As an
example, the Coast Guard specifies the follow-
ing ambient design teniperaturesf.. the con-
tiguous hull structure of new liquefied gas car-
riers that have a cargo containment system re-

quiring . s.condw barrier:

Lower 48 States
Air (at 5 knots):
Sea Water

Alaska
Air (at 5 knots);
sea water

O-F (-18-C)
32-F (O-C)

-20”F(-29°C)
+28°F (-2-C)

Also, tbe Coast Guard requires crack arresters
in the deck stringer, sheer strake, and bilge
strake. ‘Theminimum acceptable grades are
Grade E steel for the deck stringer and the

sheer strake a“d Grades D or E for the bilge
strake.

My third and final comment pertains to the
toughness test of a composite veldnent. For a
designer to .s. the guidelines i“ e“alu.ting
the primary load carrying plate member. in the
main stress region, he needs to know the ab-
sorbed energy i“ a 518 - inch dynamic tear
specimen at a specified cemperat”re for each
steel and weldment selected. For meet steels
and weldments this information is probably not
readily accessible to the designer. There is
another consideration. The dynamic tear rest
is a tentatively accepted ASTM standard for
the base Place a“d weld metal. Although, the
test i. not being used to evaluate the toughness
of the heat-affected zone of weldments, it ap-

p’=~s the te.t .Ould be used for that p.rp..e.
This.would require a test program to verify
the suitability of the dynamic tear specimen
for evaluating tbe toughness of the heat.
affected ..”. and to standardize the testing
procedure. With regard co the testing proce–
d“,,, the aurhor he.,s“g~ested that che tip of
the notch of the dynamic tear specimen be
placed in the center of che heat-affected zone.
This should result i“ some a“erage to”ghr.ese
“.1.. for the heat-affecced z.”.. However, to
determine the area of the beat-affected zone
which has ““dergone the greatest reduction in
toughness d“e to welding, it seems that at
least two dynamic tears speciure”tswill be
needed at two or more locations (i.e. 2mm,
5mm a“d 8imnfrom the fusion line)

This cOncludes mY co~ents. Again 1 wOuld
like to compliment the author on his excellent

paper and exp~ess my Zhank. f.. an oppore..icy
to offer COwments

Eugene A. Lange, Visitor
This paper presents a much “ceded .a”alysis

for the control of fracture i“ ships. It is
becoming more a“d more embarrassing c. write .r
talk o“ fracture mechanics technology a“d “se
as ill”.stratio”sthe two broken tankers, one a
T-2 that broke in 1943 and one a barge type
that broke i“ 1972, and call the illustration,
“’Thirtyyears oi Engineering Progress.“ The
economics of ship co”str”ctio” may have justi-

fied the minimal corrective measures with re-
spect to fracture in ship. that hav. been taken
during the past 30 years, b“t as Dr. Rolfe points
out, the measure. taken in design refinement
have not bee” sufficient to preclude catastrophic
fracr”fes. The big question is how much will it
cost to have a more fracture resistant steel in
tbe critical regions of a ship. The economic
factors will change‘as improved steels are made
ma. available at a nominal premium. However,
even with a premium of 10% on the price of tbe
steel that is to be used i“ the 20% of a ship
that is considered critical, the overall cost
of the matccials for the ship should not increase
more than L% or 2%, a sm.alli“creme”c in cost
to precl,,‘e fracture.

DE. Kolfe’s justification for the .s. of
dynamic criteria should he expanded upon. Cer-
tainly, the static fra.ctnretoughness properties
of the conventional steels used for ships,
bridges, pressure vessels, etc., control che

pe~forman.e .f most structures in service.
However, if a local condition develops and a
SO&Illcrack pops i“, the” the dy”mr.icproper-
ties of the steel control the performance of
the structure even though the “cminal loads are
static or pseudostatic.

Dr. Kolfe points out that the criteria for
the fracture resistance of steels for bridges
are based upon an “intermediate loading rate”,
a“d while most bridges stay up, some do have
costly fractures that “ould not have been

precluded even with the current criterion,
Ref. 1. In Ref. 1, Mr. Harry Czyzewski re-

p.med .n a fracture that occurred in 1971 that
led to repair costs of $5 Inillio”for a bridge
in Portland, Oregon, a“d the redeeig” of cbree
athexs. That amount of money would have paid
the premium on the steel i“ the critical mem-
bers of quite a few bridges In the report,
Ref. 1, he pointed out that the “ev req”ire-
nmnts for the replacement steel was a Ch.arpyV-
notch value of 15 ft-lb (20.4 J) to be met at
40°F (4.4-C) which is intended to preclude frac–
t.,, down to O°F (–18°C) However, the data
cited for the steel in the girder Chat failed at

35°F (1.6-C) were in ft-lb (J); 31 (42.3),
33.2 (45.2), 15.5 (21,1), 24 (32.6), 16.5
(22.4) at 40”F (4.4”C) . It is apparent that
steel that was involved in the fractured girders
would have passed the new criterion, obviously
a fracture to”gh”ess criterion based upon a“
i“terrnediateloading rate does not reliably pro–
tect a welded steel str”ct”re from catastrophic
fracture. Therefore, a ~ fracture co.gb–
ness criterion is not considered “conservativesy
if the performance of the steel in a structure
must be certified. The importance of a dy”au.ic
criterfo” was first documented i“ the .“aly?.is
of tbe massive amount of service data o“ WW 11
ships.

One of the earliest reports on the use of
tbe Drop–Weight NDT test i“ the analysis of WW
11 ship fractures was by Puzak, Babecki, a“d
Pellini i“ 1958, Ref. 2. Over tbe years this
analysis has bee” refined .a”dPelli”i puhlisbed ,

an updated verslo” that introduced linear
elzmtic fracture mechanics to the analysis i“
1973, Ref. 3. Mr. Pelli”i points out chat ship
fractures initiated a“d totaled the ship when
the fracture resistance of the steel w., less
than 0.5 KID/~yd (< NISItemperature), but only
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Pa~tial fra.t..e, Occurred when there was a high
probability that the crack wculd r“n into a plate
having e fracture resistance above 0.9 K lo

ID yd
It would thue appearthatDr. Rolfevsproposed
criterionis based up.” serviceexperience.

In order to have steelplatesmeet the Pro–
posedRolfe criterion,a recentstudyby Baw-
thornea“d Loss has shownthat conventionalship
steelswould have to be give” a normalized heat
treatment, Ref. 4. Thereare other techniques
for refiningthe grainsize of steelsto de-
creasethe temperatureof the tramitian region,
such as microalloyingplus controlledrolling.
These metallurgical tech”iq.es have been used
recently to develop steels for arctic pipeline
.... If it proves economical to “se these steels
for ship construct%.”, this could significantly
expand the flexibility of ship design because
the new steels have higher yield strength, good
weld.ability,and improved fracture toughness
characteristics.
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1. L. Stern, Visitor
The author is to be ,mnplime”ted on a paper

which presents a logical approach toward the
analysis of fracture characteristics of hull
steels. The value of the work is i“dic.atedby
the fact that the SSC–244 report, from which
the paper is derived, has led to several addi-
tional ongoing SSC projects intended to amplify
and pursue the subject. However, to fully

aPP.e.iate the Paper, consideration should be
given t. it. content from the broad shipbuilding
aspect, in addition to the materials aspect
emphasized therein. Since a detailed analysis
along these lines would represent another paper,
1 will confine my remarks to brief comment of
some perti”e”t points of such consideration.

I“ regard to the discussion of the general
problem of brittle fracture in ships, greater
emphasis should be given to the excellent serv-
ice history of welded steel ships rather than
isolated instances of service failures, which
have been long since corrected by appropriate
modifications in design or material specific.-
tio”s. 1“ addition, while the importance of
design and fabrication aspects is mentioned,
rhe great influence that these items have o“
the overall perform.”.. of a ship in regard to
brittle fracture is “ot give” proper emphasis.

For example, in illustrating that brittle
fractures are still occ”rri”g in ships, Boyd
is referenced as a reporter of te” brittle frac-

ture failures I,eLween1960 and 1965. However,
Boyd (1) in 1970 reports the following serv-
ice experience for the years 1949 - 1963:

(1) Britcl.eFzac..re in bteel Str”ct”res -
G, M. Boyd 1970, Butterworth & C,., L,ndon

‘rankers Dry cars.

AverageNo. in Comnission 2,431 8,4o4
(over2500 ton)

Aggregate Years of service36,467 126,070
No. broken in two 15 5
Pre-N.?rbuilt 7
w.. built (40-45) 4 4
Pose War built 4* 1

* (1-1946; 1.194S; 2.19,,9;!.1952)

The record for dry cargo ships would not
suggest a need for concern of a fracture prob-
lem with hull steels in use in 1963; the pr.b-

lem should be of even lesser concern today, i“
view of the fact that since 1963 steels of
superior “etch toughness such as ABS Grades E
and CS have been made available to provide for
locations where the need for to.gb”e.ssis of
particular co”cer”. The somewhat higher fre-

q.encY of fract.re. noted for tankers in the
abo”e table indicates the importmce of design
and service i“ assessment of overall fracture
considerations. It is well to note that the
latest fracture reported by Boyd for the tankers
occurred in 1952, 11 years before the e“d of the
reporting period, a“d that since that time,
improvements through modifications of the com–

Po,itio.s of ship steels have bee. effected.
The introduction of these improved steels has
reduced tbe frequency of “uisa”ce cracks ap-
preciably. With c“rre”t materials a“d tech”o-
10E!Ythe rare occurrence of a fracture is more
likely to be attributable to a design detail or
from improper febricatio”, rather than a basic
material deficiency; the solution of the prob-
lem is usually effected by a u.odificaticmof
design or fahricatio” practice.

The paPer recommends that the use of a

Dynamic Tear (DT) criterion in addition to tbe
Drop Weight (DWT) test a“d indicates the former
is necessary for eliminating the possibility of
low-energy shear. However, as is noted i“ the

P.Per, 10w-enerKY shear doe. not occur in low.
strength steels b“t is sometimes found in
steels approximating yield strengths of 100,000
psi or higher. The mcessity of imposing the
DT requirement o“ the ordinary a“d higher
strength hull steels, 51,000 Y.S. and lower is
“ot apparent, especially since the absence of
low-energy shear in these steels has been “.11
doanne”ted

In the paper, the author recognizes that
a realistic fracture control pl.a”must take
economic considerations into account, and colI-
seq”ently de”elop. a plan which provides for
steel. with moderate levels of notch toughness.
With the proposed criteria, possibility of
brittle fracture is minimized b“t “ot ellmi”ated;
the “se of very tough steels which “ould elimi- ,

mate brittle fracture is indicated as economic-
ally unfeasible. The una”.wered q“esticm re-
nmi”ing is the q“antit.ativeestimate of the
reduced possibility of catastrophic failures
that would be effected by n,, of the proposed
material guide lines, .a”dlorcrack arrestor
systems.
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The paper indicates that since dynamic
loadinghas been .ss.med,the proposedcriteria
are on the conservativeside aml that the serv-
ice historyof weldedsteelshipshas bee. ex-
cellent. It .1s. statesthat the proposed
criteriacouldbe relaxedif slowerloading
ratesare asvmned. Furtherexplorationof this
pointwould clarifythe relationshipof the pro-
posed.tandardsto currenthull steel require-
ments. Such exploratfon may possibly lead to
the concl.eio” that the proposed criteria are
representative of a conservative limit; the
hull steel grades of the World w., 11 steels
nay well represent the limiting ho.ndary for
the lowest toughness levels which could provide
satisfactory service with close attention to
deisg” detail, and hull steels i“ current “se
~Y w.11 represent the optimum compromise.
Further clarificatlo” of this aspect might be
expected “pm the completion of the SSC pro-

grams derived f.om the subject paper, which are
concerned with loading rate effects and asses.-
caentof the suitability of the proposed require-
ments.

.4noverall cmnme”t pertinent to the subject

PaP=,, as Well as other relatedpapersconcerned
with brittlefractureof ship steelsis the fail–
... to give appropriateemphasisand considera-
tion :. the fact that in .11 but very exceptional
circumstances,.a fracture in a ship plate is
arrested within the structure during service,
and is repaired at the appropriate opportunity,
well before a catastrophic failure occurs. 1.
many cases these cracks may be several feer long,
far in excess of the critical crack lengths
estimated on the basis of fracture mechanics.
Analysis of the .onditions and reasons why
catastrophic failures do “ot ..... i“ th.s.
imtames and further development of theory
which would explain the mechanics by which rela-
tively long cracks are arrested, could provide
a new insigkt into the rela.tio”ships of the
fracture mechanics principles described i“ the

paper t. a,t..1 service performance.
In ~eneral, if the assumptions and theory

“pen which the proposed criteria are based were
valid, we should be experiencing a far greater
frequency of catastrophic ship failures. The
fact is that a catastrophic brittle ship fail-
“.. is of such rarity that, if it occurs, often
leads to headlines and investigations. 1.
most instances, design, fabrication, or service
factors have been nor. influential than rm.terial.
In view of this fact, the author’s indication
that the proposed criteria are on the conserva-
tive side appears valid; the key q“estia” is
the degree to which the proposed theory should
be modified and proposed criteria relaxed to
reflect service performance. If this relation–
ship could be established, then the approach
described herein should be particularly useful
in determining suitability for intended service
far “ew hull steels or applications for which
adequate service experience for determining s“it-
ahility is not available.

In regard to the shove, it w.”ld be logi–
c.91to establish as a base line of acceptability,
the ordinary a“d higher strength (to 51,000 psi
yield) steels which are c.rre”tly used and
specified internationallyby all Ship C1assifica-
Societies. The extensive backg?ou”d of re-
search with these steels .a”dthe prolonged
satisfactory service experience demonstrated

.“der the wide variety of conditions encountered
i“ inter”ation.alshipping, attest to their
suitability, When used i“ applications and ship
locations specified by applicable Classification
Society Rule., these steels are designed to pro-
vide a level of reliability which has earned
i“ter”atio”al acceptance. If those concerned,
such as regulatory hodiee, Classification
Societies, ship operators or underwriters thought
otherwise, then nmdifitatio” of currently acc-
epted steel req”ir,m,nt S w.mld have bee” made.

Reco”eideration of the assumptions of the
fracture mechanics analysis up.” which the
criteria are based, which would take into ac-
count the above, could indicate the extent to
which the criteria in the paper are conservative
and lead to modified requirements “hich are
more representative of service experience.

R. H. Ster”e. Jr,, Visitor
Dr. Rolfe’s initial effort is to be corn-

rne”ded.s it contributes to the extension of
fracture mechanics Into the realm of ship steels.

Several assumptions made in the paper cer-
tainly biased the concl”sio”s toward the co”-
.ervative side, .s the author states clearly.
These are:

(1) Assuming Dynamic Loading
(2) Ass”mi”g that a KID/y.s. ratio of 0.9

at 32°F is necessary to avoid brittle failure
At the same time, q“estio”s are raised that
point the way for future research these include:

(1) Ac.tal loading rates experienced in a
variety of sea states hy . representative group
of ships.

(2) Analysis of the loading rates, i“
high stress areas, as they apply to the f.act”re
mechanics approach used by the author.

(3) TIM need to e.tablish the effect of
loading rate on the fracture toughness of a
variety of ship hull steels, ranging from the
ordinary strength to the higher strength (H
Grades) a“d particularly the highest strength

q.e..hed and temper grades gainins increasing
“se in ships, of the 60-100 KS1 yield strength
rnage

(4) The need t. assess the fracture tmgh-
neSS of the previo”.slynoted steels in the welded
form, including a variety of welding processes
and techniques.

It would be remiss for this re”lewer to
make the previous s“ggestio”s for future re-
search without noting that the ship structure
committee is presently embarking upon two

p~.gram. t. investigate both 1.adi.g ~.ce ef-
fects o“ steel and to extend Dr. Rolfe’s
fr.act”remechanics work to a broader range of
steel grades, including, 1 believe, weldments.

The economic effect of applying the author’s
concl”sio”s to actual ship designs is one area
of concern to this reviewer, and needs to be
examined further.

Finally, we must be careful to review Dz.
Rolfers criteria in light of the s“tcess which ,
has been experienced in the application of ABS
and other Classification Societies”rules. The
work performed a“d described is an initial and
important step in gaining . better “nderstar.d-
i“g of how fracture mechanics c.” be used to
improve the fracture safe design of ships.
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P. K. Christopher, Visitor
ProfessorRolfestateso,.F.

mess he.sa second.ordereffect.,.
11 that thick-
Couchness

behavior in the transition temperature region
compared with the first-order effects of load–
i.g rate and notch acuity. From the D. w. T.

waphs .ho~ in ‘Ji8.~e11, Figure12 and Figure
13,it might be supposed that the thickness ef-
fect is small although the temperature scale
used, perhaps, di.sg”isesthe fact that there is
some definite increase in transition tempera-
ture which might be crucial in a given steel for
a particular application. Cerrainly guidance
notes for offshore steel properties i“ tbe U. K.
make a distinction between places above a“d be-
low 1“ thickness. Indeed it is recommended that
shove 1-1/2” thickness stress relieving should
be applied to important structure.

Certainly the statement that for plate, 1,.ss
than 2“ thickness, the effects of specinm” thick-
..ss can be ignored seems wrong, This rs.ise.
the important question, in relation to any test,
of the scatter that night be expected in results
obtained from plate to plate, and within a plate
and whether or not this is greater within the
transition range. The results given for the
D~ tests in Figure 11 - 13, for instance, may
n“t be a t.”. average particularly since, in
the transition range, there may be more than
... arrest and restart of fracture. It .1s0
raises the q.eztion .s to what strain rate is
representative of a particular application and
whether or not impact tests are really “...s.
Sary since servo-hydraulicmachines nay well be
capable of simulating the strain rates applied
in many service applications.

1 make these remarks bec.a”seit is impor-
tant to be quite clear on this question of thick-
ness in the O - 4“ range since it is just this
range which interests “s most in offshore ap-
plications. Surely it was when thickness be-
gan t. exceed about 1“ that brittle fracture
started to be a worry?

With respectto ship fractures1 thinkthe
1972 failure which Professor Rolfe described
is very important. Even though it may be an
isolated case 1 think that cbere may be much to
be learned from it.

1 was very interested in Professor Rolfe,s
idea of “si”g an “1” beam as a crack arrester,
the top face being butt welded into the plating,
One wonders if be has carried out any investiga-
tion. of this idea: it is “ot clear why the
crack should not Pass throuRh the to. face
leaving the structure held ~ogether ~y .srather
flimsy stringer.

Author’s Cl.,”,,

First, 1 would like to thank the various
discuss... for their comments. St,”ctural
research is of little value to tbe profession
.“1.ss it leads to improvements i“ the overall
u“derstandi”g of the behavior and design of
ship hull structures and certainly an i“ter-
nedi.stestep in this process is the intercb.nge
of ideas and disc”.ssionssuch as the foxegoing
O“,s

Mr. Cheshire of Lloyi,s F.egis.er cf S..iPDi.g
is correct in pointing out the .s.l”l”.ss of ~he

Charpy V-notch impact test i“ quality control.
The Charpy test has served engineers quite well
a“d will be with “s for some time.

The dynamic fracture criteria described
i“ the paper is such that existing ABS-steels
probably will just meet them most of the tine.
However, to meet them consistently on a guar-
anteed mi”inmn basis of performance, it would
probably be necessary to modify processing prac-
tice. (e.g., use normalized steel plate.). With
the general trend to probabilistic analysis
a“d desisn, specification of materials on a
probabilistic basis of material properties
rather than guar.”teedminimumsmay be very
feasibleand might resultin a more realistic
.s. of the dynamiccriterion.

Plate thicknessi. importantin defining
co”scrai”t. Howe”.., compared with the shift
in transition behavior d“e to loading rate (up
to 160”F), the shift in transition temperature
between l-in. and 2-in. thick specimens is
secondary, i.e., o“ tbe order of 30-40°F.

As LCDR He”., USGG correctly notes, the

e.’wosed fracture .rite~ia do exceed existing
Coast Guard requirene”ts. Furtberm.re he is
correct i“ stating that fracture mechanics pro-
vides a methodology to make fracture criterion
nor. or less severe than that described in the

paper, based O. service conditions .tber than
those described in the paper. 1 agree that the
loading rate assumption is crucial and that addi–
tional i“formatio” is “ceded.

Regarding tbe need for crack arrestors, an
interesting design is tbe use of WF shapes
rather than plates. Structural shapes of
steels with good notch to.gb”ess could have
excellent properties because of the directional
worki”s d“rimg rolling. Also the mechanical
constraint of the WY section should provide
co”sidereble arrest capability. 1 agree with
Commander Menn’s statement that additional
work on toughness tests of weldme”ts is needed
and certainly the experience with the Charpy
V-notch impact test should “ot be discarded
lightly.

Mr. Lange of t;..Naval Research Laboratory
(NI+L)q“estio”. our engineering progress d.r-
ir,gthe past 30 pears. 1 belie”. that the
shipbuilding industry has indeed made consider-
able progress since che early ship failures that
occurred i“ world War 11. Our understanding
is better, the safety and reliability is much
better, a“d the frequency of failures is con-
siderably less. M“cb of the success in this

e..g~e,s i, indeed due to the long-standing
contrib.tio”s that the Naval Research Labora-
tory, led by Bill Pellimi, has made i“ tbe field
of notch to”gh”ess testing of structural steels.
Considerable impro”eme”ts h.”e bee> nade ia
design, fabrication, and materials since the
World war 11 ships and the recent brittle
fracture of the barge that occurred i“ 1972
apPare.tly was primarily a problem i“ operations,
rather than these other factors.

The concept of a small crack pop-in leading
to a dynamic stress field in statically
loaded structures has long bee” a point of con-
siderable debate anm”s e,vgineers. Perhaps it
is easier to think of larger stiffeners, gusset
plates, or other secondary members failing
under o“erload, leading to a large dynamic
stress field rather than the s.dde” ?op-i” of a
small micr.era.k Ic,adin,qt,,. cly.,lmic.slress
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field. Possible failure of a secondary member
leading to a dynamic stress field emphasizes
the point that design of secondary members or
stiffeners is ~ “just . detail,,,but ,ather
is a very important part of the overall design
of the structure and can be as important as
the design of the primary load-carrying members.
Because of the importance of details in a
fracture-resistantdesign, there appears t. be
a definite need for a “cataloging” of the
relative severity of typical ship details, in
tbe same manner that the bridge industry has
done for bridge details.

Reference was made to the use of an inter-
mediate loading rate in the development of the
AASHTO material toughness specifications for
bridge steels and that these specifications,
adapted in 1973, would not have prevented the
fracture that occurred in the FretnontBridge
in Oregon. A complete analysis of that fr.ac-
ture is beyond tbe scope of this discussion.
However, it should be noted that if the eteel
had been tested in the same orie”ta.tionas it
was loaded in the structure, namely the trans-
verse direction, the test results would not
have met the fiSHTO requirements. Tbe trans-
verse CVN iqpact property “.1”.s were, 8.8,
12.5, 10.0, 6.5, and 6.5 ft. lbs. and thus did
not meet the 15 ft. lh. requirement. At the same
teolperat”re.the Iongit”dinal values, which
were not in the primary loading direction, were
31, 33.2, 15.5, 24, and 16.5 ft. lbe. A, i,
often the case, other factors besides material
toughness were in”olved in this fract.re.

Seecifically, the particularly severe stress
Concentrateion, and the use of very thick
plates that were rolled longitudinally, cut
transversely, a“d then loaded transversely
definitely contributed to this fracture.

The KID/cyd > 0.9 rati. proposed as .3

dynamic criterion for welded ship hull steel.
agrees with the N& yield criterion (Y,C.)
and is a conservative dy”.mlc criterion to

provide a specific leval of dy.amic toughness.
Designers, fabricators, and operators ~
have a responsibility for the safety and re-
liability of structures. A realistic concern
is that if material requirements become too
conservative, designers will “ot pay proper
attention to tbe.e other factors, which are
also very important i“ a total Fracture Contrml
Plan.

Mr. 1. L. Stern of the American Bureau of
Shipping i. correct i“ his statement that
existing experience for ship bulls is excellent
and this fact should he empb.asized. Materials,
design, fabrication, inspection, a“d operation
are all important in the overall safety a“d
reliability of ship hull structures. The
reason that more emphasis is usually given to
the role of notch toughness of materials as
a factor affecting brittle fracture rather than
the role of design, fabrication, inspection,
a“d operation is that few de.igners appear
to be really interested i“ tbe import.”.. of
str”ct.ral details. Thus some to”ghr.es.level
is desired to compensate for possible fabrica-
tion or design errors. This is “ot always
the most economical or even the mm t desirable
sol”tio” but is onethat is widely ueed. A
largeneed is to “catalog”the severityof
tYPicald-tails-- similart. tbeway AISC has

cataloged bridge details so that the eeverity
of certain details is established.

In response to another question by Mr. 1.L.
Stern, 1 would agree that low-energy shear is
really not a problem with low-strength .qteels
a“d that while desirable for conplete”ess of the
criterion, the DT req”ireme”t may not be
necessary far low-strength steels.

As indicated i“ the paper, the theoretical
crack size, a for lot.r.stress levels c.” be

c,,
several feet long, i“ fact, in some cases semi-
infinite. A fracture mechanics analysis is
somewhat meaningless i“ this case, in the
sane manner that an Euler b.ckli”g a“alyeis that
results i“ a critical buckling stress .n”ch
larger (for very small~/rJ them tbe yield
strength is meaningless. In botb ...s.s.other
modes of fail”.. .O”trol the beha”ior but Cbe
concepts of both these analyses are used to
insure that failures do not occur by these

earti@ar modes of failure.
1 would also agree that if all str.ct”res

were loaded dynamically, we rnigbtbe exper-
iencing a far greater frequency of catastrophic
ship failures than we are. The sane statement
could be made for bridges, leading to the con–
elusion that the loading race shift may well
explain why many ships and bridges perform very
satisfactorily at temperatures below their

dynamic NDT temnerat.r~.
Hr. R. H. Sterne of Lukens Steel raises a

question regarding the assumption of a dynamic
loading rate. Certainly, as a starting point,

dynamic 10ading shOuld be assumed ~til a
better understanding of the implications of
this ass”rnptio”are understood, and this was
vbat was done in the Ship Structure Committee
(SSC) research. However, i“ “ie” of the excel-
lent service experience of ship steels, the
need for this assumption cert.ai”lyhas a right
to be questioned, although .11 str”ctu.al
steels should have some minimum (moderate)
level of “etch toughnese. Additional work is
necessary to determine what the optfn”m tr.ade–
off between safe, reliable material behavior
and economics actually i..

As M.. Stern. has noted, the Ship ?.tr”ct”xe
Committee is conducting research on:

a. loading rates for ship steels a“d
b a studv of the adeauacv of the dvnamic. .

criterion.
One additional program which eho”ld be

recommended to the SSC is a study and catalog.–
ing of the se”erity of typical design details,
both from a fracture as “.11 as a fatigue
viewpoint. If the designer had some indication
during the design stage of just how deleterious
certain details are, they could be eliminated.
AISC has done this for various bridge details
and the allowable fatigue stress range is
decreased a. the severity of the de-taili.
increased.

Mr. Christopher of the Naval Ccmstr”ctio”
Research Establishment of the United Kingdom
p.t”t, out that thickness is important and 1 .
agree with his statement. However, it is not
as significant as the loading rate shift for
thick”... up to 2–inches. F.. thicknesses
greater than 2–inches, 1 agree that constraint
becomes i“cre.asinglymore inporta”c. Scatter
i“ material properties certainly is a fact of
life that must be dealt with. The general move
toward probabilistic design may provide a
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better solution to this situation than the
present use Of gua.ante.d minimum values.

Once again, 1 would like to thank the
reviewers for their interest as shown by their
pertinent discu,sio”s. Thank you.
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.Justhow one-sided this (]TAreport actual1))
is, l>ecomesclear whet,one reads the comment,
of the members of the review panel, This panel,
charged uith reviewing the OTA study on tanker
safety, was made up of university professors,
consultants, members of tbe National Research
Counci1, and representatives of the petroleum,
salvage, and tanker industries Three of the
review panel memhcrs objected to the conclusions
drawn with regard to double borroms and s.g-
gest.d that both sides of the controversial
issue be fully presented. one panel member
even requested that if COunter-arg”me.tswere
not presented in tbe report, then his letter,
which outlined some of these co..ter-arg.ments,
should be added as a minority opnion, All of
the.. requests for full and fair treamenc of
the issue were denied by WA. In the face of
...1.evidence, how can one even pretend that
this study is competent and unhiasad.

Let us now look at what the effect would
be if this bill were to pass.

First, it is certain‘that requiring double
hottmns would increase construction costs. AS
1 stated earlier, estimates of the mount of
the increase vary widely, from 2 to 13 percent.
E.t there is no question that cmscr. ction costs
will rise, This cost increasewill be reflected
in requiredfreightratesand will, in turn,be
p.ss.d.. tO c.ns.mersof the petroleumproducts
Sinceeveryoneeitheruses oil a“d gas directly,
or .$=s some productor servicewhichuses oil
and ~as, ,V,,y American would face price
increases as a result of mandatory double
bottoms.

Although this bill only requires double
bottoms on U.S.–flag ships operating i“ U.S.
waters, tbe PortL=and Waterway, Safety Act
states that the same regulation. must apply
to foreign vessel. operating in U.S. waters.
Therefore, it seems chat tileincreased cosr of
double bottoms would not disrupt chc compeCi-
tivc balance between U.S. and foreign-flag
vessels However, the mandatory double.bottom

requirement only .wPlies to vessels Constructed
after a certain date.

Now, foreign fleets have made major expan.
sio”s it.the past decade with ..ss.1s that do
not meet the new specifications Under the pro-

ws.d bill, they would not be subject to the
new requirerm”t.s Neither would they be
required to retrofit to nwet the new require-
“e”t.

Conversely, this country!. tanker fleet is
in the beginning stages of it,sexpansion, Tbe
new U S, vessels would be much more expensive
because they would be subject t. tbe standards
a“d be i“ cmnpetition with existing lower-cost
foreign Ca”kem. Thus our fleet would be
put i“ a crippling competitive economic posi-
tion. 0.. expert suggested tbe ,’”etresult
would probably be to bring the U,S. shipbuild-
ing program to a bait because o.. U, S. market

would continue to be served by foreign vessels

contracted for and built before the relev.s”c
date,,”

Finally, i“ light of .11 the evidence 1
have presented her. tonight ic seems totally
unreasonable to me to require a technological
innovation whose benefits are nor ge”er.lly
accepted, and whose opponents ha”. a great
deal more experience with double bottoms them
we do. And to imposea standard that can only
hurt Americaninterests, while providing “o
visible benefits to the marine envirommnt ..
to the msrin. industry seems totally senseless
to m,,

1 can cmly urge you tonight to join me in

opposition to this bill. Judging from the
SUP PO. t that Che !ma”datory double-bc’ttom
amendment received last year from hotb Houses
of Congress, it seem clear to me that the
Members of Congress are “ot familiar with .11
the ar~uments reg.srdi”gdouble bottoms. 1 ask
that you help me i“ pres.enti”g the full story
cm double bottom , a“d clarify this co”Ero-
V~=Si&ll,corqlex, a“d Potentially harmful
issue.
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regulations will in effect enforce those inter-
national regulation. adopted at the 1973 lMCO
Convention. They will set discharge limits,
specify reqnired equipment, require segregated
ballast tanks, and limit the size of cargo
tanks.

In addition, the coast Guard will go even
further in a proposed regulation to be pub-
Iisbed this week. ‘lhisproposed regulation
will establish a formula for how the segre-
gated ballast tanks should be distributed.
This formula will not make double bottoms
mandatory, but will allow a degree of flexi-
bility in how the ballast tanks are arranged.
This will allow for “J” wing tanks, ‘,L”wing
tanks, and other tonbination.sof wing tanks,
double hottcwm and double sides. By allowing
this flexibility in the distribution of ballast
tanks, the Coast Guard has recognized two es-

sential facts. One, defetmive spaces can be
effective in minimizing oil outflow in tauker

a.ridents. ~d, two, gro.ndings OnlY account
for one-fourtiiof the oil discharged i“ tanker
accidents. Protection o“ the sides of the hull
is also needed in case of tollisio”s a“d ram-
mings. The Coast Guard has wisely ascertained
that double bottoms are not the pa”.... for oil
pollution that proponents claim them to be --
U.S. Coast Guard, “Fi”al Environmental Impact
statement.” Regulations for Tank Vessel.
engaged in the carriage of oil in domestic trade.

1“ addition to the final regulations end
the proposed regulations that will he issued by
the Coast Guard this week, the Coast Guard is
.1s. pursuing e number of other cotirsesof
action to help nitiEate oil poll.tlo”.

1. a few r.o”ths,the Coast Guard will
extend these regulations govex”ing U.S. vess-
els i“ U.S. waters to U.S. vessels operating
i“ foreign waters, a“d to foreign vessels
operating in U.S. waters.

The Coast Guard is also studying the need
for co”structio” requirements for inland tank
barges.

They are also ..”sidering regulations deal-
i“s with vessel traffic ma”ageuent systems,
and improved vessel controllability and man-
euverability.

Finally, the Coast Guard is doing all it
can to encourage ratification of the 1973
lMC.OConve”tio” by the maritime nations of the
world.

You may be wondering why a Member of the
House of Keprese”tatives is telling you about
an issue that bae twice been debated in dis.
tinguisbed forums, and twice been resolved.
1 have brought UP the .subject tonight because
the issue is before us once again. several
distinguished Members of Congress will appar-
ently settle for nothing short of mandatory
full double bottoms.

Last year an amendment wae added to the
Energy Transportation Security Act that would
require double bottoms .“ vessels operating i“
tbe inland waters of the west coast. This pro-
vision was passed by b.th the House of Represen-
tatives a“d the Se”ate, but was vetoed by
President Ford.

Again, i. January of this year, a separate
piece of legislation was introduced that would
make double bottoms mandatory for new U.S.
tankers operating “ot orilyo“ the west coast,
b“t in all U.S. waters. This bill is “CW under

co”sideratio” by tbe Senate Commerce committee.
The committee seems determined to have this

legislation enacted. on. of the courses of
action the committee has taken, was to req”e.t
a study of the entire issue of tanker safety
by the congressional Office of Technology
Assessment.

Now the Office of Technology Assessment,
or OTA, was established in 1972 to provide com–
petant, unbiased information concerning tbe
physical, biological, economic, social, and
political effects of advanced tecb”ological
applications. The office is charged with pro–
vialingearly indications of tbe probable bene-
ficial and edvarse impacts of these applications
of technology.

0“. can hardly say that the report that
OTA issued in July of this year cm tanker safety
was a competent and unbiased study. The study
draws co”cl”sions favoring double bottoms after
considering only .sport%.” of the available in-
formation. It “ever really gives a .stromgargu-
ment for why double bottoms should be required.
Instead, it refutes arguments from oppo”e”ts of
double bottoms and presents irrelevant informa-
tion as though it supported their conclusion.

For inetarme, the study gives two tables
showing the number of double-bottom tankers in
operation and on order worldwide as if the mere
fact that some shipbuilders are building double
bottoms were proof that they were effective in
red.ci”s oil pollution.

AISCT,tbe study discusses at length the
various cost estimates for double.bottom tankers
a“d co”cl”ded that the actual increase in cost
is less than feared by the shipbuilding ind”s-
try. Does this in itself constitute an arg.-
ment for req.iri”g double bottoms?

?lbe”it comes to the effectiveness of
double bottoms i“ mftigaci”g oil discharges from
tanker accidents, the OTA report is definitely
short o“ evidence. It cites tbe Coast Guard
study 1 mentioned earlier which claimed double
bottoms to be 90 percent affective, b“t fails
to fully consider ho” erroneous that estimate
is and the fact that the ori=inal estimate was
subsequently substantially r~d”ced –- by the
Co..t Guard.

A“d yet, for all their lack of evidence
a“d the speculative nature of their arguments,
the OTA still finds it possible to state, and
1 quote, “from a tecb”ical .ta”dpoi”c, it is
generally accepted that double bottoms will
Prevent m..t oil spillage which results from
limited intensity hull ruptures due to ground.
ings. This report supports the fi“ding that
double bottoms offer a significant degree of

protection from oil Poll”tio” in the .Ve”c .f
a grounding accident.”

What this report fails to point o“t is
that double bottoms will only protect against

grounding., and will have no utility in the
case of collisions or rammings. Since colli-
eio”s and rammings ..... even more frequently
than gro.”dings, and result i“ aho.t the same
amount of oil outflow, there is no r....” to
require full double bottoms a“d not .11ow for
flexibility in how the defensive spaces are
.rr.an&ed.

Clearly, this report was never intended to
be a competent a“d ““biased study, but was pre–

eared nerelY t. provide support to the Senate
bill. This is a clear distortion of the purpose
of the OTA.
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last tank.
A final concern of this third group is over

the cost of requiring double bottoms. Estimates
of the added cost of fitting tankers with double
bottoms range from 2 to 13 percent. As 1
stated earlier, tbe benefits accruing fr.m thf.
added cost are, at best, difficult t. .,.,ss.
But let us try t. Wt the.. benefits into

ww. tive.
As 1 stated in the beginning, tbe National

Academy of Sciences has estimated that marine
transportationacco””ted for one-third of the
total flow of oil into tbe world’s ocean..
That is, 2 million out of approximately 6 mil-
lion tons of oil. Now, not all of tbe oil
pollution from marine tr.”sportatian comes from
tankers -- only about two-third.. And of the
oil pollution caused by tankers, only 15 per-
cent is caused by tanker accidents; the rest
is intentional from normal tanker operations.
Now, of the 200,000 tons of oil flowing from

~~tanker accidents, only one-fourth results from
groundi”gs. Most result from structural failu-
res and collisions. So what have we arrived
at? We ha”, found that only 50,000 to”, OUt

of 6 nillio” tons of oil pollution is caused
by tanker grounding. That is less than one

percent of .11 the oil flOwing into the oceans
from all sources. Less than 1 percent --
National Academy of Science., “Pet~Ole.m in
tbe Marine Envfronment.”

So if we could eliminate all oil pollution
caused by tanker gro.ndinss, we would OnlY
reduce the total amount of cil flowing into
the oceans by one percent. And it is clear that
we could never hope to elimi”.ate~ ail pollu-
tion resulting from grounding.. 1“ fact, w,
ca””ot even be certain whether by requiring
double bottoms V. would red”.. or would increase
the total oil outflow.

It is clear to me at this point that it
would be a mistake to require double bottoms on
all oil tankers. There is simply not e“o.gh
evidence to justify the claims made by ad”ocetes
of the double bottoms. Nor is there enough
evidence to j“Stify banning the do.ble-bottom
tankers from tbe world!s oceans. We must main-
tain a degree of flexibility and gather more
evidence before setting up regulations.

ln stating these views, 1 am supporting
the actions of two impressive org.”izations:
the l“ter-Go”ernrnentalMaritime Consultative
Organization, or lMCO, and the United States
Coast Guard. Both of these organizations have
considered e “umbe~ of measuxes designed to
reduce oil pollution, incl.ding req.iri”g double
bottoms. Both, upon re”iew of the evidence,
decided K to impose the double-bottom req.ir~-
Illent

1“ October 1973 2MC0 held the l“ternatio”al
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships, in London. Representatives from 79
maritime ne.tio”s presented their “iews a“d
reached an agreement on an international
convention.

One of the American positions at the
beginning of the conference was i“ favor of
requiring segregated ballast by the use of
double bottoms on all new tankers. Howe”er,
other nations which had experience with double-
bottom tankers were opposed to nmki”g double
bottoms mandatory. At that time, in 1973, there
were only 6 double.bottom oil tankers i“ crude

oil trade operating a“d they were all registered
under foreign flags. The q“esticm of mandatory
double bottoms was twice put to a vote at the
conference and was defeated soundly both times:
22 to 9 as a requirement for larger tankers, and
21 to 5 for the smaller tankers.

The conference did adopt a number of
mea.”... which will go far toward minimizing
the anw””t of oil pollution i“ the oceans.
The reg.lations agreed to, deal with three
aspects of operational oil Pollution from
tankers.

First the convention sets discharge cri-
teria, inclnding the requirement that tbe
amount of oil discharged in a ballast voyage
of new oil tankers cannot exceed 1/30,000 of
the amount of cargo carried. This standard i,
twice as strict as the old st.a”dard. In
addition, specified areas wbicb are considered
to be particularly vulnerable to pollution by
oil have been designated as “special ....s.”
The nisi”special area% are the Mediterranean
Sea, the Red Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Black
Sea, a“d the Persia” Gulf area.

second tbe convention sets standards
which will govern the cleaning of oil cargo
tanks. All tankers roustbe capable of oper.at-
ing with the method of retention on board in
association with the “load-on-top” system. To
effect this, .11 tankers must be fitted with
appropriate equipment, which will include an
oil discharge monitoring and control system,
oily water separating equipment or filtering
system, S1OP tanks, sludge tanks, piping and

p.mping arrangement..
Third, the conventi.” sets constructio”

SZandards. New oil tankers greater than
70,000 deadweight tons will be req”lred to
be fitted with segregated ballast tanks.
These must be sufficient in capacity to pr.-
vide adequate operating draft without a need
to carry ballast water in oil cargo tanks.
Also, s.bdivisio” and damage stability require-
ments have bee” set.

All of the.. actions will serve to greatly
reduce the .mn.””tof oil flowing from normal
tanker operation -- bilge discharge and tank
cleaning and ballasting -- which constitute
80 percent of all the oil pollution caused hy
tankers.

The U.S. Coast Guard has also had a chance
to set regulations designed to mitigate oil
pollution. Under-the Ports a“d Waterways
Safety Act of 1972, the Coast Guard has broad
authority to establish vessel traffic control
systems and to set standards governing the
design, construction, maintenance, and OPera-
tion of oil-carrying vessels. ln January 1973,
the Coast Guard proposed regulations in com-
pliance “itb tbe Act. Among the regulations
was .“. requiring segregated ballast capability
achieved i“ part by fitting i“ the cargo
length a double bottom of a mi”irnumheight of
ane-fifteenth of the beam. This was tbe posi–
tion that the United States was to take at the
October lMCO convention. .

However, subseq.e”t to the lNCO Conven-
tion, and based i“ part on the evidence pre-
sented there, the Coast Guard decided not to
make double bottoms mand.atory.

‘TheCoast Guard will be issuing fi”.al
regulations this week regarding domestic t.a”ker.
.Perating in donwscic waters. Tbe Co8.t Guard -
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argue that in cases where both hulls are
ruptured, containment of the cargo would be
helped by the double bottoms, and the rate of
discharge of the oil would be slower, thus
allowing mote time for response.

Finally, advocates of the double bottoms
point to tbe fact that a smooch inner s.rface
of the cargo tanks means there is less surface
area a“d less clingage when the cargo is removed.
This in turn means that there is less residue
following .“loading of a tanker; cargo tanks
need to be cleaned less freq.e”tly; and oil
pollution from tank cleaning operations is
reduced -– U.S. congress, office of Technology
Assessment, “Oil Transportation by ‘Tankers:
An A“alysis of Marine Pollution and Safety
Measures,”

Now let .s turn to the opponents of
double bottoms. This faction argues that do.ble-
bottom tankers pose an eve” greater threat to
the nari”e e“vira”ment than single–bottom
tankers. They contend that a minor grounding
ac~ident in a single-bottom tanker could turn
into an accident of catastrophic proportions if
the tanker had a double bottom. Their argument
.uns like this:

wlwn a single-bottom tanker runs aground,
it loses some of its cargo a“d becomes lighter.
As a result, it rises slightly out of the water,
thus a.t’matically helping to free itself.

However, if the same tanker bad a double
bottom, the” instead of losing cargo, water
would rush into the empty ballas L space between
Che two .la>.ers of steel, make the tanker heavier,

and the vessel would sink deeper in the water.
Now, it is azgued by opponents of double

bottoms that by sinking deeper, the tanker
settles more firmly aground and there is a

greater chance of major damage, including the
total breakup and loss of the ship.

This mea”. that what might b.ve been only
a minor spill from a single.bottom tanker could
become a major accident in a double.bottmn
tanker, involving the 1.ss of the entire cargo
a“d possibly the loss of lives,

OPP.nenr. of do.ble bottoms also argue,
..sdid the Norwegians at the 1973 lMCO confer-
ence, that there is a possibility that flam-
mable vapors will accncmlate in the sp.ces
between the outer bull a“d the cargo ca”ks.
This could result in disastrous explosions,
also it,”olvingthe loss of the e“ti~e cargo
and the loss of lives.

The final arg”me”t made by oppo.e”ts of
double bottoms is that by placing empty bal-
last sPaces below a loaded cargo t.s”k,you
raise the ship‘s center of gravity. A higher
center of gravity, or course, means reduced
stability and a greater chance of capsizing,
This is a particularly important consideration
in rough seas.. Thus, requiring double bot-
toms could actually increase the number of
tat,ker accidents –- American Institute of
Merchant Shipping, “Tanker Double Bottoms.
Y., or No?P’

NOW Letwee” those who want to require and
those who want to prohihit the use of double
bottoms in tankers, stand those wbo demand
flexibility i“ the reg”lario”s . This group
is not co.vi”ced by the a.g”menes of either
side, and prefers t. wait until more evidence
is colle<tcd. Th:s group recognize. that
there are r,w;,,,,,ly .,..e. d,,,,l,le.l,,,,t,,m,)il

tankers in the crude oil trade in operation
worldwide and that this hardly constitutes an
adequate data base. Indeed, most of the .arg”-
ments on both sides are based o“ spec”latfon
–- speculation about the safety of the ships
and about their effactiveness. The arguments
of this third group, therefore, stress the
uatertaintv s.rroundinx the arE.nents of the
first two groups’. “ -

Let .s “OW look at the arg”ne”ts presented
by rhis third group: Those who see flexibility
as the most effective waY of reducing oil
pollution.

First, they dispute the claims of do.ble-
boctom tanker advocates wtth regard co the
effectiveness of do.hle bottoms. Those who
favor double bottoms frequently cite a pub-
lished analysis of 30 grounding accidents.

1“ 27 of these, vertical damage was less
than one-fifteenth of the vessel’s beam. ‘Chat
means that in 90 percent cifthe gramdi”gs, the
cargo tank would not have ruptured if there had
bee” a double bottom of about 2 meters in depth.
This seems to be a persuasive argument in
favor of the effectiveness of double bottoms.
However, there are two important f.accorswhich
raise doubts about the validity of this arg”-
malt

For o“., there is evidence that the i“...
layer of steel might still r.pt”re, just from
the integral Str”ct.ral connection between
the two layers. An lMCO study found this to
be the case in many gro””dings of dotible-
b.ttom dry cargo vessels.

Also, this fails to take into account the

possibility of greater damage occurring as the
tanker sinks deeper i. the water, Therefore,
the actual effective”e.s of double bottoms is
““doubtedly 1.?.s than the 90 percent figure
cited in this Coast Guard study.

Indeed, this estimate has bee” reduced
several times i“ subsequent studies. The
Coast Guard did a second sc”dy and judged the
effectiveness of double boztonw to be .“ tbe
order of 73 percent. Later, the U.S. Depart-
ment of commerce Maritime Administration re-
evaluated tbe Coast G“ard,s findings and
estimated that only 35 percent of the oil dis-
charged from grou”di”gs could have bee”
avoided if the ships involved had had double
bottoms,

Second, this group that demands flexibility
in the arra”getne”tof segregated ballast tanks,

question. tb, arguments presented by those who
oppose do.ble bottoms. As stat,d above, oPp@
“e”ts of double bottoms ha”, argued that a
firmly grou”d,d double.bottom ranker could cause
salvage problems a“d result in a greater outflow
of oil. However, some advocates of double
bottom. argue exactly the opposite, that a
firmly grounded tanker makes salvage easier,
and mzny salvage experts “i.” double bottmm
with f.”...

Again, the differing views stem from a
lack of experience with double-bottom tankers,
and one cannot argue with cercai”ty that double. .

bottom tankers are more d.s”gerousand will
i“crea.e pollution.

Those who seek flexibility in the reg”la-
cimm also dispute opponents3 concern over
explosive “apors accumulating in empty spaces.
These spaces, they claim, c.” be i“erted a“d
monitored and made as safe as a“y empty bal-
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